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INTRODUCTION.

The politics, society and culture of Balochistan has its

peculiar characteristics and unique features. The study of its demography

depicts that it is divided in Baloch and Pashloon population. The Balochs

are one of the oldest races and are living here for centuries together. The

history of evolution and development of Baloch tribes and the virgin lands

of Balochistan have been of immense interest for the researchers. Though

the centuries have passed yet there had not been much social mobilization,

political interaction and the development of civic culture in most of the

areas and tribes in Balochistan for the one reason or the other.

The life of common man is rooted in the tribal system where

the individuals carry more weight than in the modern society. Generally

speaking, the history of the tribe and region is the history of their elites,

their approach, actions and reactions. There had been many like Mir

Chakar Khan, Mir Naseer Khan, Mir Ahmed Khan, Mir Mehrab Khan,

Gawahram, Hamal, Balach who appeared as a hero in the scene of Baloch

tribal life, played their role to move ahead the life and honour of the

Baloch tribes and gave new dimensions. Contrary to them, the personality

of Mir Ghous Bakhsh Bezanjo stands very high among those who affected

the Baloch society inparticular and the politics of the have nots in general,

not by sword, but by political, economic ideas and constant struggle. The

focal point of the politics of Mir Bezanjo had been the common man. He

desired to dechain him from the orthodox tribal customs, rivalries and

Sardari system.
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The main object of this research has been not only to analyse

and assess the political struggle of Mir Bezanjo in the light of Baloch

polity, significant political events and driving political forces but also to

determine how did he pave the way for democratization and introduced

new trends in the traditional Baloch politics. Furthermore, he worked out

the new line of action in Baloch regionalism. He opposed violence and

introduced tolerance, themethod ofdialogue, avoiding the Province-Centre

tussle. He stressed upon adopting peaceful methods for the preservation of

Baloch national identity.

Mir Bezanjo, as it is usual with stalwarts and significant

personalities, had many contradictions relating to his birth date, approach

and politics. For instance, his national identity card shows 1919 (1) as his

birth year while on many other places it is mentioned either 1916 or 1917.

Nevertheless, he was born at Shanak, a beautiful village of sub-tehsil Jhal

Jahu in the House of Mir Saffar Khan (2).

Mir Bezanjo belonged to the Sardar Khel (the ruling family).

He graduated from Ali Ghar University and developed close association

and long lasting ideological coherence with the nationalists and the

Congress school of thought. He came back in 1938 (3) and entered in the

practical politics. Mir Bezanjo’s young spirit in physique and thoughts

geared up the movement against the British occupation for the liberation

of his mother land Balochistan.
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This research work reveals how Mir Bezanjo’s political

struggle from different platforms and political parties like Ustaman Gall,

Kalat National Party, Pakistan National Party, National Awami Party for

the preservation of the Baloch national identity and the independent status

of the Kalat State left indelible marks on the politics of Balochistan. He

struggled and pushed ahead the movement for the dissolution of one unit

and the grant of provincial status to Balochistan. During this phase, his

political strength was remarkably increased. Mir Bezanjo’s political career

if on one hand witnessed him as Governor of Balochistan from 30th April

1972 to 14th February, 1973 then on the other his detention and

Hyderabad Conspiracy case are also equally significant. His struggle

against dictators, opposition to martial laws and dialogue for democracy

are the real crux of his political life (5).

SOURCE.

The researcher, in order to keep the originality and the

genuineness of the topic endeavored to gather, articulate and aggregate the

first hand knowledge from various interviews and discussions. Written

source material on the political culture and history of post independence

era is almost scarce and scattered, hence, the researcher had to make

extensive use of the newspapers, journals and other periodicals.
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The author during his University service (more than 18 years

of teaching and professional experience) as teacher and Chairman, Political

Science Department, University of Balochistan, Quetta had the opportunity

to avail the company of Mir Bezanjo and attend the public gatherings

where he addressed and expressed his views and perceptions. These

memories have also been very useful in the preparation of this thesis.

LIMITATIONS.

The study of the life, political struggle of Mir Bezanjo and

its impact on the Baloch tribal society in particular and on Balochistan in

general is of immense interest, useful and thought provoking. During this

study the hardest difficulty for the researcher was that there was scarce

reading material on this topic, hence, the collection of material and its

transformation into research dissertation was the job of patience. Despite

these difficulties, the effort is being made to make this study a worthwhile

contribution.
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CHAPTER-l

BALQCHS AND BALOCHISTAN

BALOCHISTAN
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

Balochistan is situated between 24 54, and 32 4 N

and 60 56 and 70 15 E. Balochistan is bounded on the South by the

Arabian Sea (1). On the North by Afghanistan and the North Western

Frontier Province,on the West by Iran and on the East by Sindh, the

Punjab and a part of Frontier province (2). The province covers a total

area of 131855 S.M. The area which is almost wholly mountainous is

blended with some very fertile valleys and plains. The mountainous

area lies on the great belt of ranges connecting the Koh-e-Safed with

the hilly system of Southern Iran.It also forms a watershed,the

drainage of which enters the Indus River on the East and the Arabian

Sea on the South while on the North and the west it makes its way to

those inland lakes which form‘a general feature of Central Asia.

ORIGIN OF THE NAME

The name of Balochistan is derived from the Baloch (3)

who have been living here from olden times. The Baloch, according to

Hughes, gradually extended Eastwards from Southern Iran in about 7th

century and till I5,h century they settled themselves in these lands (4).

But these generally quoted remarks of Hughes reflect the peculiar

colonial outlook and was formed to protect the British colonial
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interests. A Baloch nationalist and ever cherished historian Mir Gul

Khan Naseer traces the arrival of the Balochs since 531 when

Nausherwan Adil the king of Persia on complaints attacked over

Balochs and after a massacre Balochs got shelter in Marap; Siah Dumb

and Jhalawan by passing through Seestan, Chaghi and Kharan under

the leadership of their chief Mir Qamber (5). Generally, it is reported

that this name Balochistan was given by Nadir Shah the great Persian

monarch, who, as, St John remarks after driving the Afghan invaders

from persia, made himself master and placed a native chief over the

new province, formed out of the districts bounded on the north and

south by Halmond valley and the sea, and stretching from Karman on

the West to Sindh on the East. This newly formed province was called

Balochistan or the country of Balochs(6). If we go through the pages

of history we find that the Mughal emperor Zaheer ud Din Baber in

his Tuzk (Tuzk-e-Babery) also talks about Balochistan in these

words”I have recently received a letter of Mehdi Kokallash from

Balochistan where the Balochs are creating disturbances, on the

receipt of this letter, 1 have nominated Cheen Taimoor Sultan and

have sent commandments to Adil Sultan, Mahinood Sultan Doldoi,

Kluisro Kokaltash, Mahinood Ali Jank, Dilawar Khan, Shah Mansoor

Berlas and Hassan Ali to obey Cheen Taimoor Sultan in this

assignment (7). Allama Abul Fazal in “Ain-e-Akbery” while talking

about the River Indus says that this river also passes through

Balochistan (8). These and other historical references prove very

successfully that this land was known as Balochistan much before

Nadir Shah and this name is much older than it is believed to be.It

also reflects that not only the name is older rather it had been the house

of the Balochs even in the ancient times.
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THE LAND

The traveler, who enters the passes of Balochistan finds himself

among surroundings which are essentially different. The general

outlook resembles that of the Iranian Plateau, and takes as a whole, it

is attractive and its peculiarities are not without a certain charm

(9). The mountainous series, the green belts of juniper, the plains, the

valleys and the desserts are the novel features of the landscape of

Balochistan.The deserts and the stony plains also have the beauty of

their own. There are also level valleys of considerable size in which

irrigation enables much of the cultivation to be carried on and rich

crops of all kinds to be raised (10). The flatness of valleys due to the

scanty rainfall distinguishes Balochistan from the Eastern Himalayas.

Within the mountains lie narrow glens whose rippling water courses

are fringed in early summer by the brilliant green of carefully traced

fields. Rows of willows with interlacing festoons of views,border the

clear water while groups of children and women in cotton shawls

complete a peaceful picture of beauty and fertility.Some places are

even more beautiful than Quetta, on a bright frosty morning when all

the lofty peaks are capped with glistening snow,while the at groves

which encircle the Makran.are full of picturesque attraction. The

frowning rifts and gorges in the upper plateau make a contrast to the

smile of valleys. From the loftier mountain’s peaks magnificent views

are obtainable.

POPULATION

Conventionally and traditionally, Balochistan had been a

saddle point of nomadic Baloch tribes who remained wandering in

search of food and shelter from one plain to another and from one
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valley to another either by dint of sword and might or for their

swinging nature, yet there had always been big settlements which

gradually developed into villages, towns and later in commercial and

agricultural places. While assessing the growth and trends of

population one finds a big shift from nomadic life to the civic and

settled life. But one may not get the impression that in the early age,

the life in Balochistan was completely nomadic rather there had been

rich settlements as in the case of Bezanjo settlement it is remarked,

“the name “Ai-Baiza” was given by Imran Bin Musa, the Governor of

Mekran due to the abundance of white tents in this town” and also that

Kalat, Sevi and Kachhi had been the green vales giving sufficient food

to the men and animals of the Baloch tribes. However, the big city of

Quetta was developed due to its commercial significance; as Khuzdar

is growing gradually for its commercial location, the numerical

strength of the most significant Baloch tribes is discussed separately

from the traceable historical origins in the comming pages.

The census in Pakistan is held after about seventeen

years. Previously the census was held in 1981. Thereafter due to one

reason or the other the governments did not manage the census and

avoided it. But now due to many factors the census was conducted.

The preliminary census results were declared by he Federal Finance

Minister Sartaj Aziz on 81'1 July and were published in press on 9th July

1998. These figures show that in 1981 the total population of Pakistan

was 84.253 million which is increased and in 1998 is 130.578 million.

It reflects annual growth rate 2.61% which was previously 3.06% in

1981. In 1981 the total population of Balochistan was 4.332 million

which in 1998 is 6.51 million,while the growth rate is

2.42%,previously it had been 7.09% It shows a very sharp reduction
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in the annual growth rate. The preliminary statistics show that in 1998

the rural population is 76.7% and urban 23.3%. Further that the total

increase in the population of Balochistan is 2.178 million (11).

It is also evident from the census figures that the process

of urbanization in Balochistan is also gaining momentum, with the

number of its people in cities rising from a mere 15.6% in 1981 to

23.3% in 1998. It also shows that almost a quarter of the total

population of the province is urbanized, which is a good sign (12).

Apart from the statistics of the census it is also worth quoting that

during the census process there had been some unrest in some sections

and elements throughout the country but it represented only a small

voice, who had its own reservations (13). The critiques are also

looking forward for the effects of the figures of the census over the

representation of the provinces in the National Assembly and also

about the size of the provincial assemblies (14). According to the

preliminary Census Report there are 23 cities having a population of

200,000 or above. The biggest city is Karachi with a population of

9.269 m. followed by Lahore with 5.063 m., Faisalabad with 1.977.

These three cities account for 38.4% of the country’s urban population

(15). The other big cities that have a population of over one million are

Rawalpindi, Multan, Hyderabad and Gujranwala. Almost half of the

total urban population lives in these seven cities (16). It is worth

quoting that the biggest city of Balochistan Quetta is still not among

the top seven cities of Pakistan.
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PEOPLE RACES AND TRIBES

The Baloch, the Meds and the Jals appear to have been

the oldest inhabitants of Balochislan. The Pashtoons are also among

the old arrivals. The Meds now, as then live on the coasts. The

Pashtoon cluster round their homes at the back of Takht-e-Suleman.

The jats still compose the cultivating classes of Las Bella and Kaclihi

(Nasirabad Division), while the Balochs have developed as the Chief

race and people of Balochistan; and some of the kurks whose insolance

led to the final subjugation of Sindh by the Arabs are still to be found

in the Jan valley in the Jhalawan (17).

THE BALOCH

The indigenous races of chief importance at the present

day are the Balochs and the Pashtoons.The jats, the cultivators now

form only a small minority but many of them have been absorbed by

the Balochs. Among religious and occupational groups may be

mentioned the Sayyids, Delnvars and the indigenous Hindus, who live

under the protection of tribesmen and carry on the trade and other

business of day to day life (18). The Imperial Gazetteer of India has

narrated the physical features of the Balochs in these words “his build

is shorter, and he is more spare and wiry. He has a bold bearing, frank

maimer, and is fairly truthful,he looks on courage as the highest

his face is long andvirtue,and on hospitality as a sacred duty

oval and the nose aquiline” (19). The physical strength of the Baloch is

also discussed by Mohammed Sardar Khan Baloch in these words that

“... the word Baloch is the compound of Sanskrit BAL and OCHA

which means most powerful”(20).
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The term Baloch as explained in Burhani QaTI means in

the persian language as Cockscomb or Crest (21). But if we analyze

the crest borne by the Balochis, as cited in Shah Nama Firdausi, hardly

explains the etymology of the name. Mir Gul Khan Naseer while

discussing this cock crest tale and dealing with Firdausi says that, his

(Kaikhasro) one army consisted upon Koch or Baloch braves, they

were fighters and marshals, they bore the cock crest and were never

defeated (22) shows the classical existence of this word Baloch but the

history of the word Baloch is still to be traced. The verse of Firdausi

mentioned in the above lines is also quoted on the inner title page of

Mohammed Sardar Khan Baloch' s book History of Baloch Race and

Balochistan (23). Firdausi, also narrates the bravery of the Baloch

soldiers when he versifies the army of Kuk KOHZAD, Firdausi says

that each soldier was capable to fight against a lakh soldiers of the

enemy (24). The tale told by Firdausi depicts that Kaikhasro was the

Iranian monarch about five centuries B C. and a very important

section of his army consisted upon Baloch soldiers. It also proves that

the Balochs had occupied these lands long before and their house

Balochistan had been the house of their ancestors, in one way or the

other, thousands years ago (25). The provincial series of Imperial

Gazetteer of India in “Balochistan” remarks about the Baloch and

Balochistan, whatever their original inhabitants, the Baloch had taken

up a position in close proximity to Makran early in the seventh century

and many of their tribal names bear the imprints of the localities which

they occupied in the Persian Balochistan (26). These very often quoted

remarks of the Gazetteer evidently depict the imperialistic approach

wherein they wanted to prove if the British’s were alien in these lands

then the Balochs were also not very old here but the last part of the
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sentence shows that they also accept that the Balochs had been

dwelling in these lands long before.

While entering into intellectual discussion over the very

originating point of the Balochs it is very interesting to note the

classical divine (as perceived) and theological concepts as prevailed

thousands years back.While going through the pages of history one

observes that as the term BALUCH or BALOS is apparently a

combination of BAL-UCH, or BEL and OS. The very name of race,if

probed deeply takes us back to a race or one may call civilization

which left indelible marks over the history. BEL is the Babylonian

deity, quite a different form of B,AL (27). The god Bel is first

introduced from Babylon,quite interesting to mention,and is identified

with the Greek god Zeus (28). It is also worth mentioning that 'In

Semitic religion the relation of the gods to certain places which are

special seats of their power is commonly expressed by the title B’al.As

applied to men B'al means the master of a house,the owner of a state

(29). Further that from this god B'al came the Belus of the Greeks,

who is confounded with the Zeus or Jupiter of the Greeks. The

Kaldians and the Babylonians called it BEL’ the Phoenician BaT,both

from the Hebrew B'al or Lord and also B’al has been transited into

Bylos. The Phoenicians called him Beelsamin—Lord of heaven (30).

While entering into the epistemology of the Baloch' Dr. Fritz

Hommel is quoted by remarking that many tribal names have been

developed from the names of deities and the towns or rivers were also

named alike e.g. God Belus on River Belus and Ba'loth tribe (31).

Bible has mentioned in Hebrew Lexicon that Ba’lath or Ba’loth in

Aloth’had been proper name of a town in the south of Judah towards

the coast of Edom where the children of Judah were dwelling (32).
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Consequently it is evident that the people who used to worship the god

Belus were named so. It is also worth mentioning that Baloch race is

old that about 2000 BC the Mari Kingdom was established at Tell-

Hariri near Euphrates (33). Giving the originating meaning of

Balochistan Forlong depicts that the very title Balochistan reflects that

it is the Bel-ak-istan, which is the composition of Bel and ak meaning

the state of the god sun; it is also probable that sometime in the early

ages this land may be known as Bel-kosh-istan, the land of the people

who worshiped sun and with the passage of time this word was

transformed into Belkochistan or Balochistan for Kosh,Koch and

Baloch seem to have the same origin (34).

One very significant and interesting tale, regarding the

origin of Baloch race, is told by Ali Sher Kanei of Thatta in his famous

book of history,Tuhfatul Kiram' that the origin of the Rind (Baloch)

is Jalal Han who is a descendent of Mohammed bin Harun,and is

known by his Surname Makurani,as he had been the Governor of

Makran and of Indian Frontiers in 705 AD under Hajaj bin Yousaf.The

historian Ali Sher further links that Mohammed son of Flaroon was a

grandson of Mohammed bin Aban bin Abd-ur-Rahim bin Hamza bin

Abdul Mutalib,the grandfather of Mohammed (P.B.U.H.).

ABDUL MUTLAB

I
Hamza

I
Abd-ur-Rahim

Mohammad bin Aban

Haroon
I

Mohammed
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There is something more interesting depicted by the

author that Amir Hamza, one day passing through a desert, met a fairy,

associated with her and she gave birth to a baby son Abd-ur-Rahim

(35). The critiques are of the opinion that Amir Hamza had no male

issue and had only the daughters Umul Fazal and Umama',further it is

learnt by historical depiction that he had two sons ,'Ya Allah and

Huinara' but both of them died issueless (36). Hence,according to the

produced events biologically it does not seem possible to link the

Rind' to Amir Hamza.Meer Gul Khan Naseer,although does not

agree with the tale connecting the Baloch to Amir Hamza, yet, he

produces it and slightly differs in the latter part of the tale while saying

that the name of the son of Amir Hamza was Bade uz zaman, while

Sardar Khan Baloch named him as Abdul Rahim. Again,Gul Naseer

says that the name of the son of Bade uz zaman was named Barlacha

and with the passage of lime this Barlacha was transformed into

Baloch' but here he denies the tale and says that possibly there had

been a person naming Hamza in our ancestors whom the Balochi poet

took as Amir Hamza (37). There has been another illustration of

Baloch' that after the great martyr of Hazral Imam Hussain a

Chieftain Mir Ahmed migrated from Madina to Daman-e-Hulb and

settled in a valley named as Barva,hence,his family was known as

Brohch and thus latter transformed into Baloch (38). But this

interpretation is owned by the Brahvis on the basis of a convention

produced by them that Such Ahmed Khan had been their sardar and it

is his name that Ahmed Zai family is known and from his settlement

in Barva they are called Brahvi.Gul Khan Naseer refutes it by finding

no historical proofs there of.(39)However,il is evident that such tales

have been developed to show a linkage to the Prophet's (P.B.U.H.)

family due to love for him and do not occupy any historical
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significance but of much traditional and conventional importance

(40). After having this extensive discussion one may reach at a

conclusion that the 'Baloch' may had been developed from Barkosh as

it has already been discussed in detail. It is also proven from the

dynastic discussion and chronology of Noah.

NOAH

Shem Japhet Ham

KushCanan
Phut

Nimrod or Belus

Nimrod being the son of Kush was known as Burkosh As

Ber means son, so Berkosh means son of Kosh, thus with the passage

of time from Berkosh to Belus or Baloch (41). After Nimrod’s

elimination the Kaldani Empire was dismantled and the Berkush

people could not face the changed circumstances and entered into a

series of migrations from Dajla and Frat to Kohistan Zagros, Plateau of

Iran or in the deserts, valleys of these and other neighboring lands

were settled and the people of these lands called them Belkoshi'Koshi

or Kochi e t c., also with the passage of time they were known as

Balkoch,Bakchos or Belos and also Baloch.lt is also proven by the

contemporary practice of the Afghans who call them Belos and Arabs

Bulos .while the Iranian and Indian belt as Baloch (42).
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The Baloch (Brahvis) as it is mentioned earlier had been

settled in Seestan,Rodbar,Chaghi,Marap,Siah Kumb and Jhalawan and

also in Kalat (43). Since in these days Kalat and its suburbs were ruled

by Seva dynasty ( a Hindu family) and they used to speak Dravadian'

language,while these newly settled Balochs were called 'Berz Koh'

(those who belong to Koh-e-AIberz) and ultimately these Baloch’

were known as Berz Kohi’ and latter as Brahvi or Brohi. The above

detailed discussion also shows that the Baloch, the wanderers also

known, as they remained moving from one place to another,from one

valley to another and of course for many centuries they remained

wandering (44). Now although most of them have settled in plains,

mountains and valleys for centuries yet in some cases the wandering

can be witnessed.

PASHTOONS

The second major ethnic section of Balochistan consists

upon Pashtoons (in Frontier known as pakhtoons).The Pashtoons as

they describe themselves appear to have been living not far from their

present abode in the time of Herodotos if the identification of his

Paktyake with Pashtoons be accepted.At the beginning of the eleventh

century they had already spread Southwards as far as Multan (45). The

origin of the Pashtoons as narrated by Olaf Caro,’ they seek to link

obscure beginning in a manner half historical,half mythical,with great

figures of Hebrews King David and Soloman (46). Entering more in

details he says,' Afghan historiographer maintains that Saval had a son

named Irmia(Peremiah),who again had a son named afghana, neither

of course known to the Hebrew Scripture (47). The Pashtoons in a

balled claim themselves to be belonging to Bani Israel (48). According
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to the Census 1972 of Pakistan their population was about half million

while the results of the Census about ethnic groups are yet to be

declared.The important Pashtoon tribes are Kakar,Mando Khail,Kab

Zai,Achak Zai,Kasi,Ghalzai,Tarins(spin and tor),Issa Khail,Mosa

Khail and Kaka Zai.they live in Pishin,Quetta,Zhob and Loralai

districts.The others who live in Sibi district are Jafar, Loni, Panazai,

Shadezai, Zarkun, Barozai, KJhajak, and Marghzani (49). Since the

main focus of our study is the Baloch race in general and Mir Bezanjo

in particular, hence, in the forthcoming discussion we shall be

concentrating on (he excel of our study.

RELIGION

The Balochs by religion are muslims of course and the

tale that shows their relation to Amir Hamza and Imam Hussain may

support a situation where the inferences can be drawn that they may be

the followers of Hazrat Ali by sect (50) but one should not label theni

as per the puritans division as it is in the contemporary Muslim society

of Pakistan or Iran rather it had been a situation of following the basic

principles of Islam. If we connect them to the days of Babylon where

there had been the worship of sun, it had been in the era well before

the advent of Cliristianity, the land was known as the land of sun and

Nimrod was the god of the sun (51). While giving the reference of

Joshua, the Bible where the name of a town is Ba'Ioth or Ba'lath also

shows that the children of Judah used to live over there, it reflects the

direction of their beliefs (52). While linking with Kush and so to Noah

may bring a line of the faith and belief (53). But one thing interesting

to note is that since the inception of Islam there have been a certain

amount of evidences where they have been on the side of Islam. The
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long history being either with Joshua’s land and the citation of the

children of Jesus and also the history of Belus or the god of sun and

also of the Noah then the tale of Ainir Hamza’s relation and their well

proven migration from Halb or BerzKoh established a long chain of

conventions, traditions which in one way stems from the divine

religion then on the other side of the prism gives sufficient roots where

the religion develops from certain traditions, conventions and customs.

SOCIAL AND MARTIAL TRADITIONS

The politics of Mir Bezanjo was developed in a Baloch

conventional and traditional environment. He always stressed upon the

preservation of Baloch cultural heritage, because due to this heritage,

the social and martial conventions were the real beauty of Baloch

society and the conventional or traditional system was effective

enough to meet the needs of the day. It will not be out of place to

mention here that Dr.Abdul Rehman Brahvi, Janmohammad, Hatto

Ram,Mir Gul Khan Naseer,and Agha Naseer have mentioned in detail

the Baloch tribal customs and traditions which are in one way or the

other under the influx of Islam.They are like :

BRAVERY; Throughout their history they remained
brave and the long chain of combats prove their bravery
and well established courageous and moral basis of war

and peace.

1.

HOSPITALITY; It is one of the very novel features of
Baloch Culture. The host may be poor or rich he will
entertain his guest at his best.

2.

3. Allegiance to treaty; There may be war or combat, longer
or shorter, if there is a treaty between the parties, the
Balochs are quoted be always into
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allegiance to the treaty or contract. It will be hard to

quote any instance of desertion or treachery.

Religious Tolerance;The Balochs have old conventions
of religious tolerance,and the people of other religions
live peacefully in their areas.They
accommodative to the followers of different religions like
Christians, Hindus, Sikhs, Parsis, Bihais and others (54).

4.

are more

Dr.Abdul Rehman Brahvi has attached much significance

to the cultural norms,social traditions,values in war and combat,exist

in the Balochs. These are quoted here due to their practicalities and

their impact over tribal interaction and mass mobilization. The

conventions pertaining to blood and war and peace time are given

below :

1. Not to attack over enemy without warning.
If the enemy escapes from the battle field,not to

attack over him.
If the enemy surrenders and apologises,to accept

his apology..
To protect the person and property of those who
take refuge and seek protection.
Allegiance to treaty at any cost.

Honour of the trust.

Custom of hospitality and entertainment of the
alien guests.

To protect the sanctity and modesty of sister,wife
and daughter at any cost.

Not to kill women and children in combat.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
On the request of the ladies of the enemy tribe,the

or guilt to be excused or atleast to give
10.

crime

clothes as a sign and token of sanctity if the guilt
can not be excused.
To protect life, honour and property of guests even

at the cost of blood.
Not to kill anybody, even the worst enemy, in the
boundary of the shrine of any saint.

11.

12.
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13. During wartime if any women or Sayyid
intervenes or carries Holy Quran on the head or

bears a bare sword and requests for peace,the
parties to the combat will stop war and will refrain
from bloodshed.
If the enemy composes and brings a ’Meirh' (a
Baloch conventional method to resolve the
intricate issue including heinous crimes. Here, a

group of elders is sent to the aggrieved party to

redress the matter) the party will prefer to

excuse the guilt. (55)

14.

These norms characterize them in a very high titanic

way,though generally people know and abide by them as their tribal

conventions yet one can find sufficient grounds pertaining to these

traditions while coming out of the principles of Islam,for instance

Hatto Ram has presented a Balochi poem in which in Moharram the

boys of the village followed a chameleon to kill him but he took refuge

in a house. The mistress forbade the boys but they persisted and killed

chameleon, whereupon the mistress asked her husband to take revenge

of it because the poor creature had taken refuge in their house then

there was a war and one hundred and ten people died in it (56). This

ballad may be insignificant to a casual reader but one analyses it,one

may find the element of Moharram and also the principle of refuge and

shelter,which has deep roots in Islam.Hence we can fearlessly say that

these tribal conventions have stem from Islamic principles.

Above all we may say that the Baloch race stands among

those who had their existence even in BC era, they passed through

various phases of history which forced them to a long series of

migrations and hence were scattered in various regions, valleys and

plains; eventually with the introduction of the modem state system

they were divided in Pakistan, Iran, Iraq and suburbs. Although they
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live in about all the four provinces of Pakistan in a scattered form yet

their population is concentrated in Balochistan. The name Balochistan

is not a new name and we find the historical evidences like Tuzk-e-

Babery, Humayun Nama and Ain-e-Akbery. Consequently one may

safely say that this land of Balochistan had been their chief home in

this region as Balochistan'.

BALOCH TRIBES IN BALOCHISTAN

The history of growth and development of Baloch tribes

in Balochistan had been of immense interest for the researchers,

nevertheless, the anthropologists worked on this issue. Though, the

centuries have passed yet there had not been much social mobilization,

political interaction and the development of civic culture in much of

the areas and tribes in Balochistan. The focal point of the politics of

Mir Bezanjo had been the common man. He desired to dechain him

from the claws and paws of Sardari system. His politics got deep roots

in Rakhshani and Makrani Balochs while the Sulemani Baloch had

strongly been tied by tribalism.

To have a better assessment of his politics, it seems to be

quite essential to view the development and bifurcation of Baloch

tribes. As it is being discussed earlier that there had been enormous

tales and ballads besides historical facts and produced evidences, that

the Baloch after the long chains and series of migrations entered these

lands. The Baloch as it is narrated when sided Imam Hussein against

Yazid in Karbala and after the martyrdom of Imam Hussain the

forces of Yazid followed the Baloch to inflict strong punishments.Thus

the Baloch migrated from Halb to Kirrnan then governed by Shamas

ud Din.When they reached Kirrnan they consisted upon forty four
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tiibes(57). A figure can also be drawn to illustrate the dynastic

structure.

Aalmash

Gulcharaeh

Surh Tai

Aaniara

Mir Balach

Harj

Mir Ghali Mir JalalNoas

Mai Jatto Kawari Hoat Lashar Rind

Shahik

Mir Chakar (58).

The above figure shows the emergence of various

sections, sub-sections and tribes in Balochs. There is another dynastic

structure which shows some other tribes of Balochs known as

Brohi.The stream of power (lows in Ahmed Zai’s.It is as under.

-Sarpari—McngalGorkani-Tamor Zai--Ahmed Zai—Knmbram—Rodan

Abdultah Khan

Moliabat KJian

Naseer Khan

Mai Zecnal Malunood Khan Mohd Raliiin KJian Muslafa Khan

Mchrab Khan

KhudadaJ KJian 1Nasccr KIi
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The above figure shows the ascendants and descendants

of Ahmad Zai’s and also reflects how the water of power flows

downwards in the stream of dynasty (59).

There is another historical reference regarding the Baloch

tribes by Ibn Hoqal in Almasalak Wa Almumalak popularly known as

Sorat ul Araz completed in 950 A.D.Ibn Hoqal mentions here eighteen

Baloch tribes as Zaim Hailool also known as Zaim Sanjan, Zaim

Ahmed bin Yashat, Zaim Ahmed bin Ali Hassan also known as kirma,

Zaim Kirmani, Zaim Durmani, Bain Beravi, Zaim Mohammad bin

Busbar, Zaim Adergani, Zaim Subahi ,Zaim Ashki, Zaim Sher

Kubar, Zaim Zangna, Zaim Safari, Zaim Shamari, Zaim Mutlisan,

Zaim Mamli, Zaim Samkani, Zaim Khuli (60). It is also interesting to

note that eleven of the above mentioned eighteen tribes are mentioned

as Kurd tribes by Sheikh Mohammed Mardukh in Tareekh-e-Mrdukh

written in 1950-51 with the similarity regarding their origin (61).

According to well-narrated and well-cherished Baloch traditions the

Baloch tribes belong to three main streams like Narohi, Brahvi and

Rind. With the passage of time the population of these Baloch sections

was considerably increased which gave birth to many sub-sections of

these sections and ultimately to the off shoots known as Taifas' which

are larger in number and size. For the concentration and facilitation

of our study we focus on some of the numerically and politically

significant Baloch tribes.

1. MENGALS

The Mengal tribe enjoys much political significance and

has always played pivotal role in the politics of Balochistan. The

connotation of Mengal is that the Mengals probably belong to 'Min* or
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'Ming' a section of White Hun while Gal is commonly used in

Koshani and Balochi language, and is used as a plural. Hence,

when these 'Min' migrated to the settlements of Koshanis' they

called them Mengals'. A section of this tribe migrated to North

East (Kohistan and Parachinar), while the other to SouthEast to

Rajpotana and are known as Minhas’(62).

Hatto Ram while dealing with the origin and

history of the Brahvi tribes remarks’these people migrated from Halb

and they consisted upon seven sections like Kambrani, Ahmed Zai,

Mirwani, Kalandrani, Sainalani, Girgnari, Zagar Mengal (63). With

this illustration, Mir Gul Khan Naseer does not agree completely

however he remarks, at least one thing is proven that the Mengals are

those Balochs who migrated from Alberz and settled over here(64).

The Mengals also have at their credit that ' This is the only and first

tribe who transformed Seevistan into Balochistan'(65).

The Mengals according to the Census report of 1972

were 1,56,574 (66) where as in 1998 the population of Mengal tribe

and of Balochistan is much grown and the detailed figures and report

is awaited. The Mengal tribe is further classified and has eight sub¬

sections or sub-tribes like Mengal (Shahi), Mir Haji Mengal, Zagar

Mengal,Sumalani Mengal, Kalandrani Mengal, Gurgnari

Mengal,Merwani Mengal,Kambrani Mengal.The Kalat’s ruler family

Ahmed Zai’s belong to this Kambrani Mengals.The Mengals in

general are settled and spreaded about from Noshki to south east the

suburbs of Karachi in a belt about fifty miles wide and seven hundred

miles long.
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2. ZEHRI

This clawn of Balochs is known by their place of

settlement 'Zeliri' and not by their forefathers(67). But Lala Hatto

Ram does not agree with this version and remarks'in earlier days

Mosiatii family was the ruler and the name of their chief was Zeliri and

this land Zeliri is known by his name'(68). Lala Hallo Ram has

further mentioned that during the period of Naseer Khan the census

was held and total number of Zehri tribe was 1800 and further that

when so ever there was a battle between Zehri and Mengals or in Zehri

and Mohammed Hassani’s it was the Magsi tribe who used to help

Zehri tribe in the battle, hence was an ally of the Zehri (69).

Mir Naseer Khan lsl awarded the yellow flag to the troops of Jhalawan

when he organized the troops of Sarawan and Jhalawan(70).

Numerically, according to their population they are second to Mengals

and their population had been 87,510(71). The important sub-tribes of

Zehri are Mosiani, Nechari, Pandrani, Jatak, Dia, Sasoli, Khidrani,

Bajoi, Mahmoodani, Lolhani, Trahsani. And Sunari while the sub¬

sections are Zarakzai, Shahozai, Chahlerzai, Syed zai, Rais, Salman jo,

Degani, Jam zai, Samuani and Kuhni (72).

3. MARI TRIBE

Mari tribe is so freedom lover that according to commonly

narrated and Generally quoted traditions they, after Naseer Khan 1st,

have never surrendered and accepted the supremacy of any ruler

completely and have continued their struggle For freedom and

liberty(73). Although there had been a very slow developmental

process in Balochislan in general and in tribal areas in particular but

due to the armed struggle of the Mari tribe there could not be any
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developmental work possible in the Mari areas. The dynastic figure of

Mari (Gliizan) is as under :

Ghizan

Salik

Qaiscr

Darya

Dos! Ali

Bhawal
I

MubarakRehman
1

Dtld 1Milha Dost Alia

II
Murad Bux Mir Mohd Balach

MchrdllahGttnzan KhanJulob Mir Hazar

(Chair Bux (74)

The total population of Mari tribe had been 74,668(75).

Mari tribe is one of the oldest Baloch tribes and is well known for his

bravery.Hatto Ram remarks “Originally this tribe was known

as'Bijarani' after the name of their chief Bijar”(76). There are many

tales, which reflect the power and mighty character of the Mari

tribe(77). There are four sub-tribes of Mari tribe, they are Ghizini (the

ailing family Bhaolan zai belongs to this Sub-tribe), Bijarani,

Loharani, Mizarani. The Mari tribe suffered a lot during the Z.A.

Bhutto’s regime (78).

4. RAKHSHANI.

Raklishani tribe is told to be known by Rakhshan, a part of

Distt.Kharan.Rakhshan is known for its green pastures.This tribe has

been living in these green lands for long times and from their this

origin they shifted to other parts of Balochistan including Chaghi(79).

This tribe is headed by Nawab Sherwani and Kharan is his
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headquarter. The estimated population of this tribe is 70,440 (80) and

they are not only living in Chaghi and Kharan but also in Seestan in

Iran and Garam SeeI,Greesh in Afghanistan in good big number. The

sub-tribes of Rakhshani’s are Nausherwani (the tribal chief belongs to

this sub-section), Badini, Jamaldini, Mandai, Siahpad and

Notaizai.Their language is known as Rindi Balochi' or Rakhshani'.

This tribe belongs to Naroi Balochs.The Nawab Sherwani enjoys much

respect in the Court of Khan and sits next to Sardar Sarawan.The

British awarded the title K.C.I.E. to Sardar Nauroz Khan(Sardar

Nausherwani)(81).

The Dynastic figure of Nausherwani is as under :

Abbas Khan

Malik DosteinMalik Deenar

IbrahimShakar Rehmat

Abbas Purdal

Shahu ShahdadIbrahim
l

Jalal Abbas Rehmat Jehangir
1

Jehangir

Daulal Abbas Mahem Matla
I

Ikhtiar MohdGajan Jalal Fateh Azad
II

PasandDostain
1

Khanjan
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Lala Hatto Ram by showing this dynastic figure remarks

that the Sardar Nausherwani links himself through Abbas Khan his

forefather to Nausherwan the Iranian monarch (82).

5. BUGTI TRIBE.

This tribe occupies much significance in the social culture

and politics of Balochistan. This tribe continued the struggle for liberty

against the British occupants. And gave them a tough time and they

protected their liberty and honour at the cost of their blood. They share

the honour with the Mari tribe that they were so freedom lover and

liberty activist that Charles Napier in 1846 announced that who so ever

would bring the head of a Bugti or Mari will be awarded ten rupees

(83). According to Lala Hatto Ram the Bugti tribe belongs to those 44

tribes who migrated from Halb to these lands in the command of Jalal

Khan (84). But Mir Gul Khan Naseer Remarks,'Bugties seem to be of

Kurds' who belong to the Bugtai'branch of the Kurdistani

Kurds'(85). Besides this discussion it is evident that they have been

the real freedom fighters as Hatto Ram remarks that there may be only

a few Bugtis who died of their own otherwise they died in the

battlefields against the British usurpers(86). Their population

according to the estimated figures of 1972 was 62,642. The leadership

or Sardari of the Bugti tribe lies with Raheja', while other sub-tribes

Masori, Kalper, Naukhkani, Mundrani and

Shanbani.There is further division into sections and sub-sections of

Bugti tribe like other Baloch tribes.

include Naothani,
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The dynastic figure is as under :

Giandar

I
Raliija

Kalo

Bc-Bcrg

Salain Khan

Gola Shah

Nohak

Fatcli Moliantmad

Salam Khan

GhuJain Murlaza

Gohar Khan Nawab Sliehbaz Khan
K.C.l.E.

The above figure reflects the dynastic skeleton of the

Bugli Chief, while Nawab Akber Khan Bugti is the present Bugli

Chief and is much active in the regional and national politics (87).

After dealing with numerically five big Baloch tribes it seems to be

quite appropriate to have some glimpses of some of other Baloch tribes

who also play significant role in the social and political culture of the

region.

6. MOHAMMAD HASSANI;

The actual name of this tribe is Mamosni but with the

passage of time it is converted into Mohammad Hassani.This old

Baloch tribe is known for his extra physical health. It is generally

believed that Rustam bin Zal a big wrestler belonged to this tribe in

Seestan, as this tribe is settled in Chaghi, Kliaran, Jhalawan in Pakistan

and Garam Seel in Afghanistan and Seestan in Iran (88). Another well-
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known wrestler had been Eido' the legendry,of this tribe,he died in

1920 in Chaghi. The population of this tribe according to the estimated

figures of 1972 was 56,760 and most of them are living in the North

West (from Mashkay)to Kharan, Dalbandin and Chaghi, as this land

had been a very good pasture for their animals in general and camels in

particular.The well known sub tribes (Taifas of Mohammad Hassani

tribe are as Sheikh Hassani, Mardan Shahi, Shahdad zai, Korachi,

Sumaili, Muzarzai, Zangiani, Shahizai, Yousafi, Sherozai, Zeerkani,

Durakzai, Eidozai, Yaghizai, Kiazai, Mandazai, Siahizai, Khubrai,

Bangulzai, Shahuzai, Hussaini, Kalmatizai, Khawaja Khel (89).

7. RIND TRIBE.

This tribe has big classical history at its credit that

Gulcharagh the son of Almash Rami was the chief of the 44 legendary

Baloch tribes who were living in Kirman, and further that when the

king of Kirman Badr Din drove them out of Kirman to Makran then

Balochs vvere headed by Jalal Khan and that Rind is one of the four

sons of Jalal Khan; thus these four sons became the starting root of the

Baloch tribes.
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According to the dynastic figure provided by Dames Longworth

following was the structure.

Mir Jalal Khan
f

Jalto
(daughter)

Kurah LasharHoat Rind

Nasir Din Hussain
II

Naobat Shao AliAhmed
I

Gailo Buzdar
1

Feroz Qaiin
I I

Kalo Choro

Feroz Shah BurkhuddarBehar
1

Shehak Yaqoob Bilberg Fateh
I

Qaisrani Gashkor Shehal

i
Masti Mazar

The above shown figure is well illustrated and shows

how Mir Jalal Khan is the grand of grand father and thus became the

starting root of many Baloch tribes(90). The illustration of Rind tribe

can not be completed without the name and glory of Mir Chakar; and

also the thirty years long battle between Rinds and Lashars.when blew

from Goahar a maid became the cause and this incident ultimately

destroyed the Baloch Power and tribes (91). It is also quoted that Mir

Chakar alongwith his forty thousand Baloch soldiers sided and

supported Mughal Emperor Humayun (92) who got his empire back

from Soori and vanished Sooris from the political scene.
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8. KHETRAN

The chief profession of this Baloch tribe had been

‘cultivation’ unconventional to other Baloch tribes, this is why some

may treat them as Jats but practically speaking they stand among

Baloch tribes.The estimated population of this tribe had been 38,916 as

per the estimated figures of 1972 report (93). Their language is a bit

different from Balochi and Brohi and is closer to 'Saraiki .Their sub¬

tribes are Ganjura,Chucha and Hassni.The Ganjora is also known as

Toar Tareen (94).

9. MAGSI

The name of this tribe is derived from Mags' a part of

Irani Balochistan.This tribe is quoted to be an integral part of those 44

tribes (Bolaks) who in the leadership of Mir Jalal Khan migrated from

Kirman to Makran.The rising period of Magsi tribe is narrated when

Nandu captured the lands of Kachhi which were vacated by Mir

Gawahram Khan.But latter Nando died in a combat against Mir

Abdullah Khan at Jandheer.The estimated population of Magsi tribe

was 37,816(95).
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The dynastic figure of Magsis is as under.

Jam Nando

Bhot

Ahmed Khan

Bhot

Gawahram

Bhot

Sher Khan

Bhot

Ahmed Khan

Gawahram Khan

Jafier Khan

Qaiser Khan

Jaffar Khan

Ahmed Khan

Subhan Khan Qaiser Khan

This dynastic figure shows how the power flows in the

high streem (96). The well-known sub-tribes of Magsi tribe are

Bhotani, Rabija, Shambani, Nandani, Roatani, Sobhani, Sakhani,

Haisiani, Hasrani and Banglani (97). The Magsi tribe is generally

concentrated in Jhal which is center of their power as well.

10. JAMAL1

Jatnali tribe though not very large in number yet had been

playing much significant role in the political culture and politics of
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Balochistan.This tribe is taken as he sub-tribe of Leghari tribe (98).

Generally their source of income had been cultivation of lands which

were developed after the Keerthar irrigational developments. The

estimated population of Jamalis was 30,272 (99) as per the estimated

census figures of 1972. After the emergence of Pakistan in 1947 this

tribe had been much active in politics, as the Jamalis were during the

decade of forties prior to independence.

11. BEZANJQ

Bezanjo tribe occupies much significance in the political

history and political development of Balochistan; Mir Ghous Bakhsh

Bezanjo was the son of this tribe. Mir Bezanjo introduced new

dimensions in political strategies and traits of politics. Bezan is taken

as the forefather of the Bezanjo tribe as the very name ‘Bezanjo’

depicts the ‘Children of Bezan’. According to the Gazetteer of

Balochistan (Jhalawan)with reference to Temple, Bezan was the hero

of the time of Rustam who is mentioned in the Shahnama-e-Firdausi

(100). The same Bezan is also narrated by Mir Gul Khan Naseer, a

'/•c ( y,\ . nationalist historian, as the forefather of Bezanjos (101). Hatto Ram
: O I 'ÿ&

X \

icM V
1 Ytr&narks, Bezanjo belongs to the tribe 'Rind' and they with Mir

ui® |?9fakar came to Kalat and were settled in Wadli and Nal (102). But
i\5A o JPC,

r Gul Khan Naseer does not agree with it and opposes this view

The population of this tribe according to Imperial Gazetteer of

India (Balochistan) the Population of Bezanjo was about 14000 (104).

Whereas the gazetteer of Balochistan, (Jhalawan, pub.1906)declares

the population of Bezanjos as 15909 in 1901 (105) and the estimated

population of Bezanjos according to the estimated figures of 1972 are

28,428 (106). The sub-tribes of Bezanjo tribe are Hamalani, Tumrani,
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Hamrani and Siahpad while the sections of these tribes (Taifas) are

Nandwani, Kangrozai, Badozai, Nathani, Gazozai, Zaharwani,

Barwani, Ghabizai, Shahozai, Boharzai, Gawaranzai and Charmal. The

sardar Khel or the ruling sub-tribe of Bczanjo tribe is Hamalani, and

Mir Hamal is their forefather, whom Mir Bijar Mirwani,the then chief

of all Brohi tribes gave the lands of ‘Nar(107). The dynastic figure of

the ruling Bezanjo chief is as under:

Faqir Mohammad
'

Sardar Mir KaheraMir Safar Khan
I

Faqir Mohammad

This figure shows Mir Faqir Mohammad Bezanjo as the

Chief of Bezanjo tribe (108). The Gazetteer of Balochistan pays tribute

to Mir Faqir Mohammad in these words ‘Mir Faqir Mohammad is

considered the cleverest and most active man among all the Jhalawan

Chiefs and has considerable influence’ (109). He is also remarked as

Naib Kech (110). Mir Bezanjo started his politics from this threshold.

Bezanjo, relatively a smaller and politically less significant tribe but

Mir Bezanjo influenced not only the politics of Balochistan but left

some indelible marks on the politics of Pakistan. His politics enhanced

the political significance of Nal, as Khuzdar is growing far its

commercial and communicational utility.

KHUZDR AND NAL.

Khuzdar is developing very fastly and is emerging as the

second biggest city of Balochistan. Its increasing significance is not

only due to its location right in the center of Karachi - Quetta route
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and its situation on R.C.D. a very busy trade and communicational

road rather it has some political history at its back. It is the principal

place in the Jhalawan division of the Kalat stale, Balochislan, and the

headquarter of the native assistant and of the Khans of Kalal’s Naibs,

is situated in 27 48' N and 66 37 E.It is known to the Sindhies as

Kohiar and is a long narrow valley at the upper end of which a fort

was constructed in I870.Khuzdar ows its importance to its central

position at the point of convergence of roads from Kalat on the North,

Karachi and Bela on the South, Kachhi on the east and Makran and

Kharan on the West(l 11). While talking about Khuzdar The Gazetteer

of Balochislan (Jhalawan) says'Khuzdar is included in the main route

and is regarded as Kachhi, Mashkae Makran route and further that en

route from Gonr to Khuzdar a track runs to Sasol by the Sasol River to

the East of Halwai. At Khuzdar the main route through the Jhalawan

country from North to South is crossed and several roads bifurcate

here in different directions. Then Khuzdar to Nal and Nal to Jahu via

Hazargangi and Pelar (112).

Nal had been the old home of Bezanjo’s dynasty and

tribe. It is situated near a beautiful brook and this brook stems from a

nearby hill, it is this hill which gives name to this town Nal. Nal is also

right near the road, which leads Khuzdar to Panjgur. The brook’s water

had been sufficient to meet the requirements of drinking water,

cultivation and irrigation,but it was the poor maintenance and the

reduction of the water flow that the people suffered from the scarcity

of water resources (113). Historically speaking that Nal is reported by

Kehzad, as the provincial headquarter of Ariyan Empire, hence, a very

historically significant place. The people of this land classically known

as “Baiza Jo” and latter with the passage of time transformed as
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“Bezanjo,\The contemporary historian Agha Naseer Khan reports that

Nal had been the headquarter of “AI-Baiza”.The name Albaiza was

given by Imran Bin Musa the Governor of Makran due to the

abundance of white tents in this town and Bezanjos belong to this

place (Nal) Al-Baiza.The word Bezanjo seems to have stem from from

“Al-Baiza"(l 14), any way these references show a strong relationship

between Bezanjos and this soil. Nal while discussing archeologically,

it is observed that Hargreeves in 1925 discovered the remainings, the

graves of the olden times. This place is known as Soar Dumb or the

Red Mound,he discovered here the collective grave system where the

dead were buried side by side and from east to west,the customary

weapons with the men and ornaments with the women, toys with the

kids were also buried. It reflects that they believed in the life after

death and also that when their these beloved would get up alive again

they would use these articles (115). Fifty nine pieces of pottery

including cups, jars and bowls were unearthed by the Gazetteer

Establishment in 1903 from the Soar Dumb and were sent to

J.H.Marshal, D.G. Archeology in India for further analysis, whereupon

he remarked, ‘they dale back to a period before the Christian era’(l 16),

it shows and proves that the indigenous people in this region have a

long history at their back. There are Koleri Dumb, Tazi

Duinb,Teeghap Dumb,Sabzi dumb which are also full of archeology.

The nearby areas are also very rich in archeology and

ancient doomed building at Rodeni village near Giddar, a cave known

as Makli na Bhut close to a mound at Nichara,two stone lined wells on

the top of the Hisar hill in Zehri, the Chakar Dumb close to Marerav in

Chaku, mounds on the Singhot hill and four mounds in Drakalav in

Wad, the Ispe Dumb in Jahu (117).The findings of this archeological
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discussion are that Nal has a long history at its back and had been very

fertile in civilization and culture in the olden days and Nal in 1901 had

about 800 population( 1 18). Jahu is the birth place of Mir Ghous

Bakhsh Bezanjo, which is about 120 miles from Nal. His identity card

627- 19-202382 shows his year of birth as 1919 (119). He after the

death of his father in very early days of his life suffered from family

and economic crisis. In the next chapter the early life of Mir Bezanjo

will be discussed.
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CHAPTER -2

MIR GHOUS BAKHSH BEZANJO.

LIFE SKETCH.

The great genius, Mir G.B.Bezanjo according to his

National Identity Card was born in 1919 at Jalui as his N.I.D. Card No.

is 627-19-202382 (l).But he himself in a published interview

repudiated it by saying that his year of birth is 1917 probably.He says,

“My day of birth is most probably among the days when influenza

was broken out and spreaded and obviously this epidemic spreaded

when 1 World War had broken out, hence, I can guess that my year

of birth can be 1917.”(2) His year of birth as 1917 is mentioned in an

article by Altaf Siddiqui published in Dawn daily and also published in

“Gul Hai Aqidat” Mir Bezanjo issue(3) and also in the life sketch of

Mir Bezanjo by Chakkar Khan Baloch the editor of Balochi Dunya(4),

further that the year 1916 as his birth year is mentioned by Siddique

Baloch in the Dawn daily is incorrect.(5)Hence,we can decisively say

that 1917 is his year of birth.He was bom at Shanak,a beautiful village

of sub-Tehsil Jlial Jahu about 120 miles from Bezen Pur Nal and about

45 K.M. from Khuzdar.Sometimes wrongly perceived, his place of

birth is mentioned as “Awaran”(6). The name of his father was Mir

Safar Khan And his grand father was Mir Faqir Mohammad,his

uncle’s name was Kama! Khan and he was settled in Ketch and his
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source of income was cultivationÿ). The grand father of Mir Bezanjo

Mir Faqir Mohammad was the chief of Bezanjo tribe and after his

death in 1883 Mir Kahera the brother of Mir Safer Khan and the uncle

of Mir Bezanjo became the chief of the tribe and thereafter Mir Faqir

Mohammad succeeded him while Mir G.B. Bezanjo hereafter Mir

Bezanjo got more than 25000 Acres of land because of his princely

lineage. This land is situated in Nal, Jahu and Awaran. It is evident

that Mir Bezanjo was not the tribal chief but belonged to the Sardar

Kliel (the ruling family).

Faqir Mphammadr
Mir Safar Khan Sardar Mir Kahera

I
Mir G.B Bezanjo Faqir Mohammad

i

Bizan Hasil Tahir

Mir Bezanjo had two brothers and one sister.The sister

was elder to him. Both of his brothers had died. He was just one year

of age when his father died leaving him behind to face the dark clouds

of life but perhaps the dark clouds have silver lining too, hence, though

he suffered from orphanage and financial crisis but this period became

a period of training for him. He started his journey of life as a

fatherless child. His mother could not pull on the cart of life and

decided to leave Jahu and shift to Quetta. Here, she gave the lands in

the custody of the court of wards for a very meager amount and it was

very difficult for the family to make both ends meet. If, we analyse

these conditions it is evident that though he belonged to the Sardar

Khel yet he got no financial support from the chieftain and he was left

to suffer at the hands of calamities and poverty; some observers are of

the opinion that this element may be one of the factors that he through

out his life fought for the liberation of the nation and struggled to cut
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the undesirable chains as Rousseau says, “Man is bom free but every

where he is in chains”.(8) Further that during these days the slavery

was in full swing in Balochistan and in the early days of his life he

witnessed man in much distress and disgrace. In his own words' these

factors left indelible marks on my mind”.

At Quetta the family lived at Babu Mohalla (a locality of

lower middle class) and he sought admission in Sandeman High

School where he stayed up till 8,h class and the year 1935. This year is

known by the great earthquake; which destroyed almost all of the

Quetta city while the area of cantonment was escaped alive and

undisturbed.The family after this tragic incident left Quetta for

Karachi and Mir Bezanjo got admission in Sindh Madrassah tul Islam

for further education.Here he joined football team and very soon by

his strong kicks and fast manoeuvring he occupied a very prominent

position in the team and he was known in the city for his game.

In the same year (1935) the football team of Ali Garh

University was visiting Karachi in the supervision of Dr.Zia ud Din,

the vice chancellor of the university. A sikh friend of young Bezanjo

asked him to play from the side of N.E.D. College against Ali Garh

University as N.E.D. team was weaker and needed the support of a

stronger winger. Mir Bezanjo then known as ‘Ghaosi’ accepted the

offer and his inclusion strengthened the team and enabled it to draw

the match after a very tough game against the stronger team of Ali

Garh University team.The boys of Ali Garh team were much

impressed by his (Ghaosi) game and performance hence,urged him to

go to Ali Garh with them. They arranged an interview with the vice
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chancellor Dr.Zia ud Din (9) which brought the younger Ghaosi more

closer to Dr. Zia and Ali Garh University.

ENTRY IN ALI GHAR UNIVERSITY.

Dr Zia ud Din was being invited at a dinner by Jam Mir

Maqbool Khan, a notable Baloch. Ghaosi was also among the

participants of the dinner. Mir Maqbool decided to send his two sons

to Ali Garh University for further education. Here came the turning

point of the fate of young Ghaosi and Dr. Zia invited him to join Ali

Garh University.He also asked Mir Maqbool to send Ghaosi alongwilh

his two sons to Ali Garh.Consequently Mir Bezanjo left Karachi and

joined Ali Garh University. Here at Ali Garh, three sections of students

were much prominent, they were firstly, sportsmen, secondly, the

senior students and thirdly, the sons of the big land lords. Hence, here,

as a sportsman he was very prominent. The life at Ali Garh was not

only of intellectual nature rather there had been much activities pf

sports and music as well. Mir Bezanjo had been much active in the

sports and he led the football team very successfully as a captain.

Hence, after graduation he had two decorations, firstly, the colour of

the university and secondly, the captaincy at his credit. In his captaincy

and leadership the football team of Ali Garh University had become so

stronger that as long as he remained the captain the tarn continuously

won the gold medals.Therefore,one can safely say if on one hand he

learnt from the university then on the other hand he served the

university as well.

From the sports activities of Mir Bezanjo one should not

get the impression that he was only active in sports rather he used to
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lake much active part in political activities also. These were the days

when freedom movement in India was in full swing and so was at Ali

Garh University.The students were also directly or indirectly

motivated and oriented towards freedom movement. This movement

and political developments also affected the political and intellectual

perceptions of Mir Bezanjo. At Ali Garh University the student politics

was divided in to two groups. Firstly the group which supported

Muslim league and secondly the students who believed in Congress

nationalism. Mir Bezanjo was more inclined to pro-congress group but

among this group he supported the progressive wing. But one should

not forget that the student politics at Ali Garh was of much tolerance

and academic nature.The leaders of both Muslim League and Congress

used to visit the university however, the ideological division never

caused any tension or rift among the students. It manifests a situation

in which the political phenomenon of Mir Bezanjo was developed and

he became a democratic and advocate of liberty and freedom.The years

of Ali Garh taught him the lessons of dialogue,fairness of game and

continuous struggle for the liberation of motherland. He never forgot

this lesson and at Ali Garh and afterwards he always advocated and

preached for justice, fairplay, equality and liberty. He fought for the

mass will. He stayed at Ali Garh for four years and returned by

1938(10) whereby his formal education was completed and he entered

into practical politics.

MIR BEZANJO’S ENTRANCE IN
PRACTICAL POLITICS.

Mir Bezanjo entered into practical politics after his

arrival back from Ali Garh and he stood among the freedom fighters.

But his politics was much controlled, well organized and properly
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disciplined. He had received very heavy impact of Ali Garh and of the

rules of game of football. He, once during a football match was injured

by the foul of the player of the opponent team, but he was not angry

and asked in a very cool and calm way from the opponent, ‘you got

nothing by injuring me’(l 1). This small incident reflects the tolerance

and management of the behaviour of the young Mir Bezanjo. Before

entering into discussion over the initial stages and years of Mir

Bezanjo’s politics, it will not be out of place to have a brief view of the

political conditions before his arrival. The political situation in

Balochistan was very stagnant and slow. The Baloch tribes were

making efforts for the restoration of their independence and the

freedom of their motherland but these Baloch uprisings could not lead

to the salvation of the problem but hey reflected the public sentiments

and showed that the masses never accepted the chains of slavery.

Baloch sardars also have been opposing the British usurpers and in

October 1916 when Sir. Ramzay, A.G.G. invited the jirga of all tribal

chiefs and asked them to give military recruitments to strengthen the

British hands(12). The tribal chiefs resisted the British demands and

sacrificed their men and resources in their struggle against them and

never surrendered but continued their efforts for liberty and

freedom( 13). The British gradually extended their stronger paws to the

lands of Balochistan through the Sandeman’s policies and eventually

they succeeded in establishing their rule and administration till

1918(14) and Balochistan suffered from helplessness, desperation and

disappointments in these days. This was the time when British armies

alongwith their most modem military hardware and personals were in

very high swing, hence it was never advisable to urge the masses to

revolt against them but the policies as were being adopted by Sir Syed

Ahmed Khan, Shibli Naumani, Mohammad Ali Jinnah and Allama
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Iqbal were to be adopted so that the situation could be matured enough

where the final stroke could crack the British Union Jack. Hence in

1930 an under ground organization was established at Mastung as

“Aujuman-e-lttehad-e Balochan,” onward as Anjuman(15)This was

the first political organization in the political history of Balochistan

and it proved to be the first stab in the chest of the imperialists. The

establishment of this organization may be treated as the result of the

political awakening in the Baloch tribes in general and in the Baloch

intelligentsia in particular as on 17llt November, 1929 Mir Yousaf Ali

Khan wrote an essay as,“ The Cry Of Balochistan” or Frayed-e-

Balochistan(16). On his this essay Sir Shames Shah, Kalat’s Prime

Minister was very much annoyed so he issued warrants to arrest Mir

Yousaf Ali Khan Magsi, the president of the Anjuman as well. He was

arrested and imprisoned for one year and fined with Rs.12900.He was

at last released on July 1931.

On 20lh November 1931 Anjuman published a pamphlet

as, “Shainas Gardi” to express the miseries, grieves and sorrows the

Balochs were suffering at the hands of Shamas Shah(l7). Its main

points are given below :

Shamsh Shah was ignoring the desires of the
Baloch masses, hence, the British Government
should take a serious notice of it and the Baloch
may get their rights.

1.

The Prince of Kalat should be elected and
nominated according to the desires and wishes of
the Baloch people.

2.

The Ruler of Kalat should form a Constitutional
Government and compose the constitutional
framework.

3.
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4. The Ruler of Kalat should also have a cabinet and
the elected Assembly to perform the legislative
work and manage the day to day affairs (18).

In the political history of Balochistan it was the first

public demand in which the democratic rights of the Balocli people

were demanded and a responsible government of their own was

demanded to be established. Another significant political development

in Balochistan was All India Balocli Conference. It was held in

December 27 to 29,1932 at Jacobabad.His Highness Mir Ali Nawaz

Khan of Khairpur was to preside this conference but due to his illness

he could not come and his address was read by his private secretary,

while Khan Abdul Samad Achakzai was unanimously elected to

preside the conference. Upon the proposal of Abdul Samad Khan

Achakzai the title, “All India Baloch Conference” was modified as , “

Balochistan and All India Baloch Conference.” This conference was a

big success and was attended by the representatives of Balochs from

all the districts of Balochistan. The organizations like Anjaman-e-

Hind, Anjaman-e Ittehad-e-Balochan-e-

Balochistan, Sindh and Karachi, Anjainan-e-Aneesan-e-Makran, Local

Association of Balochistan, Jamiat ul ulema e Sindh, Majlis-e-Ahrar-e-

Islam, Anjaman-e-Mujahidin-e-lslam Jacobabad, Anjaman-e-lslamia

Shikarpur and many other Anjamans and delegations also participated

in the conferences(19). This conference can be declared as a great

success and it set the foundation stone of the, “Conference Politics ”in

Baloch politics in particular and in Balochistan in general. The

conference passed many resolutions to express its concern and

reservations over the political, legal and economic conditions of

Balochs and Balochistan and demanded from the British Government

lttehad-Balochan
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to liberalize its policies and should start the process of political

mobilization as there had been complete ban on any political

publications and newspapers. This conference can be regarded as the

first formal, political and liberalizing activity in this region.

In 1933 Mir Mohammed Azam Jan died (20) who though

a Baloch nationalist yet practically could not manifest his beliefs and

ideas, the next Khan was Mir Ahmed Yar Khan who had been a great

activist against Shainas Shah, further that Mir Yousaf Ali Khan Magsi

was chosen as the Chief of Magsi tribe in place of his elder brother

Sardar Gul Mohammed Khan Zaib.These developments were expected

to be the strengthening elements to the Baloch nationalist’s liberation

movement. Mir Yousaf Ali Khan who had actively participated in the

election of Mir Ahmed Yar Khan as the Khan-e-Kalat, floated the

proposal before the State Council for the establishment of Responsible

Government but unluckily this resolution could not be successfully

passed.(21) But Mir Yousaf Ali Magsi did not loose heart and went to

Lahore to start a newspaper, “Azad” with Mir Abdul Aziz Kurd as the

deputy editor.This newspaper was published and issued from Lahore

as the publication from Quetta or any other city of Balochislan was not

possible. This paper motivated the struggle for independence in

Balochislan and the articles published in Azad reflected the Baloch

sentiments for liberation.In these papers it was demanded that :

An elected assembly and responsible government

should be established in Kalat.
I.

Bolan, Quetta, Naushki and Naseerabad should
also be annexed to the State Of Kalat,

2.
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Lasbela, Kharan Marri, Bugti and Chaghi’s Baloch
tribal areas should be given back to the State of
Kalat.

3.

These three major demands gave a new tide to the

political struggle among the Baloch nationalists and in Balochistan.

Mir Aziz Kurd was arrested on the publication of these articles and the

newspaper, he was trialed in Shahi Jirga at Sibi in January 1934 and

was sentenced imprisonment of three years. Khan Abdul Samad

Achakzai was also arrested and was sentenced imprisonment of five

years. He was kept at Mach Jail, while Mir Aziz Kurd was granted

pardon and was released in July 1935 after the imprisonment of about

eighteen months. Mir Yousaf Ali Khan Magsi died in the greater

earthquake of 1935.(22)

Kalat State National Party, established on 5th February 1937

at Sibi was also very much active in the nationalist struggle in

Balochistan. Mir Bezanjo came back from Ali Garh and when started

taking practical interest in politics he represented Baloch League in the

session of Kalat National Party at Mastung.This was his practical

return to politics. After this session the ban was imposed upon this

party and the top elites alongwith the activists were exiled. Mir

Bezanjo, for the furtherance of the movement, visited Makran and

asked Mir Hamal Khan, Mir Abdul Aziz and Mir Gul Khan Naseer to

take more active part in the movement by leaving their government

service for good. Mir Brzanjo’s efforts were fruitful and they gave up

their government services and became more active for the liberation of

the Baloch homeland. On Mir Bezanjo’s return to Kalat he was also

exiled The political movement was gradually gaining the momentum

and in 1941 Kalat National Party got associated with All India State
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Peoples Conference. Mir Bezanjo was not allowed to enter Kalat

during 1939 and 1942. Now and onward Balochistan’s politics got

direct concerns with the Congress and entered in the mainstream.

Balochistan did not want to be annexed with India but

wanted to restore back its complete independence as it had before the

arrival of the British colonial government. As the relationship between

the British government and Balochistan were established by a treaty as

British government had treaties with Afghanistan and Nepal(23).

Hence, the case was very clear and the Baloch leaders had always

cleared it upon the Congress leaders that they never wanted to be

annexed with India but complete freedom. With the arrival of Lord

MountBatten the division and freedom of India was visible. There

were some very significant developments occurring in the government

and structure of Kalat State.On 12th August 1947 KJian-e-Kalat

announced the independence of Kalat State as in the 3rd June 1947’s

plan there was not much for the Kalat State.Khan-e-Kalat also

introduced some reforms wherein a bicameral legislature was to be

established. Mir Bezanjo was elected as the leader of the Lower House

known as “House Of Commons”. He in his speech opposed the

annexation of Kalat with Pakistan and when under pressures Khan-e-

Kalat announced Kalat’s annexation with Pakistan Mir Bezanjo came

under dark clouds(24). Here came a turning point when Mir Bezanjo

joined Muslim League but he could not pull it on for quite a long time

and he returned to the National Party(25).

After 1954 he became a central figure in Ustaman Gall, a

new political but nationalist party but in 1956 he entered in Pakistan

National Party and in 1957 in National Awami Parly.He used this
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platform for the furtherance of his political struggle.He pushed ahead

the movement for the dissolution of one unit and the grant of

provincial status to Balochistan. During this phase his political

strength was increased and he won the election of National Assembly

in 1970 from N A P’s platform. He also got reputation as the “Father

of Dialogue” when the negotiations were going on between

Z.A.Bhutto, J.U.I. and N.A.P, Mir Bezanjo was nominated as

Governor of Balochistan on 30lh April 1972 and retained his office till

14th February 1973.He was arrested in August 1973 and faced

Hyderabad Conspiracy Case by remaining behind the bars. He was

released by Gen.Zia when he took power by Martial Law. After being

released from Hyderabad Conspiracy Case he alongwith his colleague

Sardar Mengal joined National Democratic Party. But he could not go

ahead in this journey and established Pakistan National Party by

gathering new wings to strengthen the process of political mobilization

and political development. His party and political colleagues also

supported M.R.D.(Movement for the restoration of

Democracyjwherein he joined hands with Tika Khan, which was a big

development.

The differences were developed between he and his

colleagues on the issue of Balochistan National Youth Movement

whereupon he expelled the framers of B.N.Y.M. and he established a

new Student Organization as National Student’s Congress to replace

B.S.O. In the elections of 1988 he contested elections from Khuzdar

and Turbel Panjgur but his opponents had joined hands against him,

eventually he could not succeed and lost the elections. It was a big

change in the politics of Balochistan. Even then he did not give up his

political struggle as the failure and success to him was the part of the
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democratic game. Now his health was shrinking hands and he was

getting physically weak; at last he replied to the call of Heaven and

departed by leaving the world for good. Mir Bezanjo was no more a

man but he had become a movement,a struggle for the rights of

Balochistan.Though he has died yet he is living in the rays of hope

and the strong arms get strength from his sayings and deeds.
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CHAPTER -3

MIR BEZANJQ AND FREEDOM MOVEMENT
IN BALOCHISTAN

The return of Mir Bezanjo from Ali Garh is in altogether a new

and changed political situation in Balochistan. He came back from Ali

Garh in 1938(1). It was a very hightime for the freedom fighters in

India in general and in Balochistan in particular.In India the freedom

movement was gaining momentum and the hands of the liberty seekers

and freedom fighters were strengthened as the roots of the movement

were going deep and stronger.Both Congress and Muslim League

were concerned about Balochistan for it could play much significant

role due to its strategic and geographical location.All India Muslim

League had demanded the change of status of Balochistan,as Quaid-e-

Azam in his famous and historical fourteen points in 1929 demanded ,

“Separate Electorates for the Muslims and the creation of separate

provinces for the North West Frontier Province and for

Balochistan”.(2) Quaid also raised the voice that in Balochistan the

same reforms should be introduced as are in other provinces of

India(3) for it could be helpful in the salvation of the problems of this

Muslim majority area. The establishment of Balochistan as a fill1fledge

province could further strengthen the hands of Muslim League in the

achievement of the liberty and the emergence of a homeland

“Pakistan" for them. In 1930 the great philosopher poet Allama Iqbal

while giving the presidential address at Allahabad said, “1 would like
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to see the Punjab, the Northwest Frontier Province, Sindh and

Balochistan amalgamated into a single state. Self government within

the British Empire or without the British Empire and the formation of

a consolidated North West Indian Muslim State appears to me to be

the final destiny of the Muslims, at least of North West India”(4).

The year 1938 witnessed a turning point in the politics of

Balochistan when “Qazi Issa” paid a visit to the Quaid-e-Azam at

Bombay on his return from his studies in England and was so

impressed that he accepted the invitation of Quaid to form and

organize the Muslim League in Balochistan. A conference was,

therefore convened by Qazi Issa in Quetta in June 1939 which

introduced the League to the people of Balochistan(5). Who were

already familiar with the freedom movement and were turning every

stone to get rid of the British Occupation.The people of Balochistan

had been freedom lover and had a long history at their back wherein

the struggle for liberty was gradually gaining momentum day by day.lt

was their armed struggle that Sir Charles Napier had announced that

who so ever will bring the head of a Marri or Bugti will be awarded

ten rupees per head.(6).But his even this chess move could not move

the success and the freedom movement and armed struggle went on

and was increased day by day. Although there had been much curbs

on the expression of political opinion and the British Government did

not want to give the basic rights of the assemblage and expression of

opinion to the people of Balochistan by keeping them away from the

movement of pen but gradually a group was developed in Balochistan

who had started the struggle with the pen.In 1927 Abdul Aziz Kurd

with the help of Nasim Talvi started a newspaper “Balochistan” in

Delhi to express the voice of Balochistan (7), it was a very significant

,4
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development and could pave the way for further struggle, hence, the

British government banned this newspaper.But on 17,h November

1929 Mir Yousaf Ali Khan wrote an article, “The Cry of

Ba1ochislan”it was published in a newspaper of Lahore.The arrival of

this article and newspaper in Balochistan was no less than an

earthquake where upon the Kalat’s Prime Minister Sir Shamas Shah

issued warrants for his confiscation.Mir Yousaf Ali Khan Magsi was

arrested and trialed in a special Jirga.The Jirga was held on 17lh July

1930 at Kalat. It consisted upon Sardar Mohammed Khan Shahwani,

Sardar Samander Khan Mohammed Shehi, Sardar Behram Khan Lehri,

Sardar Rasool Bakhsh Zarakzai and Sardar Rasool Bakhsh Mengal.

This Jirga endeavored to protect the British colonial interests and

sentenced him with one year confinement (he was to be confined in

Gat Zehri in the custody of Mir Rasool Bakhsh Zarakzai who was the

uncle (maternal) of Yousaf Magsi) plus a fine of Rs. 12900/=.Another

significant development of 1930 is the establishment of “Anjaman-

Ittehad-e-Balochan” latter be known as Anjaman.This was the first

political organization ever established in Balochistan.Anjaman was

further strengthened when Mir Yousaf Ali Khan was released in July

1931 and became an active member of Anjaman.The Anjaman wanted

to see Kalat State as a democratic state and its system be managed

democratically,hence, when on the night of 2nd and 3rd November 193 1

Khan-e-Kalat Mir Mahmood Khan 2nd died without determining his

successor Anjuman decided to play a decisive role to oppose Sir

Shamas Shah the Prime Minister of Kalat State who wanted to

impose Mir Mohammad Anwar Khan the son of Mir Mahmood Khan

but Anjuman supported Mir Mohammad Azam Jan the brother of Mir

Malunood Khan,as even in the life of Khan Mir Mahmood Khan the

issue of his successor was in discussion and process.Anjuman raised
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the voice against the Kalat Prime Minister Sir Shamas Shah,this

agitation is known as “Magsi Agitation”as Yousaf Ali Khan Magsi

played a vital role in this movement.This movement proved to be

much striking and penetrating. Mir Yousaf Magsi also helped publish

a newspaper “Azad” from Lahore but this paper could not go a long

way in the liberation movement.The Baloch intellectuals brought out a

newspaper in 1933 from Karachi as “Al-Baloch”, it was also a positive

step in the movement.(8) The Anjuman led by Mir Yousaf Ali

published a pamphlet in 1933 as “Shamas Gardi” to express the

dualities, undemocratic and unjust policies of Sir Shamas Shah. In this

pamphlet Anjuman declared that “according to the old traditions it has

been the right of the people to choose their ruler and leader, we the

Baloch can not give up our this right,we draw the attention of the

British Government upon this issue that our this traditional right may

not be sacrificed upon the personal wishes of Shamas Shall.We accept

that Shamas Shah will present the issue of succession before the

sardars but the sardars can not give their free will in the presence of

Shamas Shah as they are afraid of him.We announce that such election

will not be accepted ,rather the people of Kalat State demand a ruler

who can manage the state affairs democratically and will establish a

responsible and constitutional government consisting upon the elected

representatives of the masses”.(9)ln this pamphlet Mir Yousaf Magsi

bitterly criticized the tyranny and cruel policies of Shamas Shah and

demanded that only the constitutional nde and responsible government

will be acceptable to them.(10).

The Anjuman and the Baloch elders in 1932 declared to

convene a “Balochistan and All India Conference” in Jacobabad, a

Baloch majority city of Sindh bordering with Balochistan, to raise the
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voice of the Baloch masses. A joint statement signed by Mir Yousaf

Magsi,Satdar Jamal Khan Leghari,Nawab Mushtaq Ahmed Gurmani

and Ghulam Rasool Kurai was issued on 20lh October 1932 declaring

that the Conference was aimed at the achievement of greater unity of

the Balochs and the protection of their national rights.(l l)During this

Conference Mir Yousaf played the most significant role,though it was

being presided over by Abdul Samad Khan Achakzai.In this

Conference of three days the delegates from all over Balochistan

participated and took part in discussions. This Conference passed

resolutions for :

a) The unification of the Baloch people.
b) Various Baloch regions should be unified.
c) Socio-political reforms should be introduced to

reform the social and political culture.
d) Responsible and democratic government system

should be adopted.( 12)

This Conference proved to be much significant in the

nationalist developments and it resulted another conference of the

same series next year at Hyderabad in the furtherance of the same

cause.

The Baloch nationalisf s Conference demanded that :

Unification of the Balochs.
The democratization of the political system.

The introduction of responsible government

system in Balochistan.(13)

i)

ii)
hi)

KALAT NATIONAL PARTY

The conventions of the above Conferences set the way

for the further developments eventually on 5th February 1937 at Sibi in
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a Convention, the activists of the Kalat State and Anjuman formed

“Kalat State National Party by electing Mir Abdul Aziz Kurd as its

first president, Malik Faiz Mohammad Vice President and Mir Gul

Khan Naseer the General Secretary.This party was generally known as

National Party, it proved to be an effective platform and working

forum for the Balochs and Balochistan.

PARTY MANIFESTO

The manifesto of the Kalat State National Parly was

issued on Is' April 1937.lt consisted upon the following :

All the Balochs should be united by eliminating
the differences.

1.

We have a glorious traditional past and we are

being deprived of our national rights.
2.

The Central Government of Balochistan should be
a Responsible Government consisting upon the
elected representatives.

3.

The Central Government should be a custodian of
the Baloch traditional heritage.

4.

The Central Government should adopt
nationalist approach.

5. a

The State should be strengthened enough to play
its significant role in the family of nations.

6.

Balochistan is not the slave of the British
government rather they have acquired facilities
through friendly agreements, hence, our national
integrity should not be destroyed.

7.

Balochistan is as much a separate land from India
as is Iran and Afghanistan.(14)

8.
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The above given manifesto reflects the then prevailing

Baloch nationalist sentiments of liberty and that the people wanted to

cut the chains of slavery.The Anjuman in the furtherance of the Baloch

nationalist movement started a weekly “Al-Baloch” from Karachi.This

paper published an article ,“An Unfulfilled Dream” by Ghulam

Mohammad Baloch which contained the map of the Greater

Balochistan and included the Baloch areas of lran,Kalat Confederacy ,

Leased areas of British control and the Baloch lands of Punjab and

Sindh.(15). This article reflected the minds and desires of the Balochs.

Kalat State National Party commonly known as National Party was

becoming more and more active in the promotion of the Baloch

national interests.lt also supported the Khan’s government on the basis

Baloch nationalism.On 27lh January 1935 the Sardars of

Jhalawan.Kachhi and Makran approached Khan and presented their

views to strengthen the Kalat ’s government.National Party opposed the

grant of Gewani on lease to the British Government.

Mir Bezanjo and his National Party believed in the process of

democratization but some Sardars did not like its furtherance, hence,

they disliked the the activities of the National party and when party

was holding its three days convention (5-7 July 1939) at Mastung, the

session was disturbed by some opponents of the party,two weeks latter

on 20th July 1939 the National Party was declared illegal and its

activities banned.Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues like Malik Abdul

Raheem Khawaja Khel, Mir Gul Khan Naseer and Abdul Karim

Shourish along with their active members were ordered not to enter in

the State Mir Bezanjo’s position was a bit different in this case and he

was representing Baloch League Karachi in this Convention. The

atrocities of the State and political suppression by the administration

of
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linked Mir Bezanjo to National Party for good and as member and then

as president of the National Party his services went a long way(16).

The ban and political restrictions could not stop the struggle of

Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues to enter into an alliance with All India

States Peoples Conference, headed by Jawahar Lai Nehru. Mir

Bezanjo, Malik Abdul Rahim KhawajaKhel and Malik Faiz

Mohammad negotiated with the Coference to explain the case and

situation of Balochistan during the British regime and also after the

expected departure of the British rule. They attended many meetings

of the Conference at Jodh Pur, Jaipur and Delhi and ultimately

National Party entered into an alliance with the Peoples Conference in

]945( 17).With the passage of time and political developments a gulf

between the Khan and the National Party was widening and Party

opposed the increase in the powers of the Sardars and emphasized

that a responsible and democratic government should be fonned in

Balochistan on the basis of adult ffanchise( 18).

PARTING WAYS:
MIR BEZANJO’S PARTY WITH CONGRESS,

KALAT RULER WITH MUSLIM LEAGUE.

This is the time when Khan-e-Kalat adopted the way

leading to Quaid-e-Azam and Muslim League while Mir Bezanjo and

his National Party had already become an ally of the Congress. Yet on

I4lh August 1945 the National party supported the decisions of Khan

to frame a constitution as the party considered it a democratic

development but Khan gave a cold shoulder to the party; Khan also did

not allow National Party to take part in thel947’s State Elections.

However, Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues and party workers

participated in the elections in their individual capacity. The results of
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the elections confirmed the popularity of Mir Bezanjo and his National

Paily and the masses supported those candidates who belonged to the

National Party and the Party got the clear cut majority by securing 39

seats out of 52 seats of the Lower House(19). The results of these first

ever elections of Kalat State also proved that the people wanted the

establishment of a responsible, democratic government and also that

they wanted to see a positive change in the prevailing system where

only a few could snatch the rights of the poor masses. The election

results also reflected the mass confidence in the programme of Mir

Bezanjo and his colleagues had been stressing upon.It was also a

reflection of the public sentiments that the people desired to see the

revival of Baloch glory.

Khan-e-Kalat had developed a wavering mind about the creation of

Pakistan and joining of his State with the new country on one hand and

the restoration of Kalat State’s original status on the other. If on one

side Mir Bezanjo’s National Party was developing mass sentiments for

Baloch National Freedom and the people were responding quite

positively then on the other side the freedom movement in India was

also reaching at its logical climax and the British government was

getting weaker day by day as the strength of Muslim League was

increasing in the Muslim majority areas. Khan,who met Quaid-Azam

to seek legal opinion about the legal matters of the State and the

relations between Kalat State and the British government, gradually

developed closer relations with him. In his own words, “I got a chance

by theto meet Quaid-e-Azam,I was deeply impressed

truthfullness,sincerity and devotion to the cause of the service of

Indian Muslims.His faithfulness to the cause further caught me closer
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to him and 1 choose him as my leader and whole heartedly started

serving and supporting Muslim League”(20). Khan also declared that

Quaid had assured him that Muslim League was struggling for the

rights of the Indian Muslims and if they (Khan and Baloch) support the

League and they succeed, their lost rights will be restored back and it

was this assurance that 1, as a staunch believer and an honest Baloch

supported him(21). Khan supported the Quaid to establish the footings

of Muslim League in Balochistan both morally and financially.

KHAN AND CABINET MISSION

To implement his second thought, In March 1946 when

Cabinet Mission headed by Lord Pethick Lawrence visited India Khan,

presented a demand charter prepared by 1.1. Chundrigar, Sir Sultan

Ahmed, Sardar D.K.Sain, Sir Walter Mankten in the supervision of

Quaid-e-Azam to plead that Kalat had been an independent state and

that after the departure of British government alt the territories of

Kalat State may go back to the kalat State and not to any body

else (22).

KHAN AND 3rd JUNE PLAN

After 3rd June plan Khan visited Delhi and met Quaid

and the representatives of the British Crown to explain the case of

Kalat Stale’s sovereignty.On 4th August 1947,a meeting was held and

after long discussions it was declared on 1 111’ August 1947 that the

Government of Pakistan accepted the independent status of Kalat State

and that the issues of relationship between Pakistan and Kalat will be

settled by mutual dialogue.(23)
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INDEPENDENCE OF KALAT STATE

On 12th August 1947 (Friday) Khan-e-Kalat Mir Ahmed

Yar Khan declared the independence of Kalat State at Kalat and

waved the green and red triangular flag of Kalat and announced that

this independent and sovereign slate will improve the lot of the Baloch

people by improving the standard of their life and the Baloch nation

will be developed into a strong and modem nation.

ACCESSION OF KALAT STATE WITH PAKISTAN:

After the declaration of the independence of Kalat State

Khan sent his Prime Minister and Foreign Minister to discuss some

very important state matters with Quaid-e-Azam but they came back

with the proposal of annexation of Kalat State with Pakistan.To

discuss this critical and crucial issue a session of the House of

Commons(Lower House) was held on 12th December 1947 at

Dhadar.The session started with oath of the members and the

Wellcome speech of the Khan.Then the issue of accession of Kalat

State with Pakistan came and Khan showed his desire to settle it

democratically by the House on 13th August 1947.

STAND OF MIR BEZANJO

Mir Bezanjo was the leader of he National Party in the

Assembly, he opposed the idea of accession and adopted a legal and

logical way by saying, “ we have a distinct civilization, we have a

separate culture like that of Iran and Afghanistan.We are Muslims but

it is not necessary that by virtue of our being Muslims we should loose

our freedom and merge with others. If the mere fact that we are
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Muslims requires us to join Pakistan then Afghanistan and Iran both

Muslim countries should also amalgamate with Pakistan...The British

conquered Asia through the force of the sword. They also subjugated

the Baloch homeland. We never accepted their authority. We resisted

their rule but being oppressive and cruel they deprived us of our

freedom. We were a separate entity. We were never part of India

before the British overlordship... .Pakistan’s unpleasant and loathsome

desire that our national homeland, Balochistan, should merge with it is

impossible to concede. It is unimaginable to agree to such a

It is no secret that before the creation of Pakistan, Our

Khan had patronized the Muslim League. Our homes, Bungalows and

transport were at their disposal. Under the Khan’s guidance many

Baloch helped the League through every possible means. What was

our attitude towards Pakistan and what is its behaviour towards us?

Lasbela and Kharan, two constituent units of Balochistan are being

snatched away. Kalat’s sovereignty over those areas has been accepted

by the British.We never want to subjugate them. That is not our

intention. They are our brethren in blood and have been part of Kalat

in that capacity. Pakistan has even refused talks and is making any

discussion on the subject conditional on the repentance of the Baloch

government and its prostration. Before them,

friendship with that country on the basis of sovereign equality but by

no means ready to merge with Pakistan. We can not humiliate the

Baloch nation and amalgamate it with others. How can we sign the

national death warrant of fifteen million Asian Balochs? That is

inconceivable. That is impossible. We can not be a party to such a

grave mistake. We can not commit such a great crime. . . We are told

that we Baloch can not defend ourselves in the atomic age. Well, are

Afghanistan, Iran and even Pakistan capable of defending themselves?

demand

we arc ready to have
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Today, if Russia and America so desire, they can wipe out many such

states from the world map. If we can not defend our selves, a lot of

others can not do so either.....As regards the question of statehood, let

me emphasize that no Asian country including Pakistan fulfils the

criteria of a modern state in tme sense.....They say we must join

Pakistan for economic reasons. That is also absurd. We may not have

hard currency but we have numerous means of income. We have

minerals, we have petroleum, we have ports. We should not be made

slaves on the pretext of economic viability. We can survive without

Pakistan We can prosper outside Pakistan. But the question is what

Pakistan would be without us? I do not propose to create hurdles for

the newly created Pakistan in matters of defense and external

communication. But we want an honourable relationship, not a

humiliating one. If Pakistan wants to treat us as a sovereign people, we

are ready to extend the hand of friendship and co-operation.If Pakistan

does not agree to do so, flying in the face of democratic

principles,such an altitude will be totally unacceptable to us,and if we

are forced to accept this fate then every Baloch son will sacrifice his

life in defense of his national freedom”(24). This speech of Mir

Bezanjo reflected the sentiments of the Baloch representatives present

in the assembly and they very warmly cherished this speech. Khan was

on the horns of dilemma and the issue of accession was not presented

for voting and the session was adjourned in haste for indefinite period.

MIR BEZANJO IN THE ASSEMBLY AND ACCESSION
ISSUE

The speech of Mir Bezanjo reflected the feelings of the

nationalist Balochs and it was evident that the Kalat Assembly did not

want the accession with Pakistan. In this situation the Government of
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Pakistan by a letter, urged the Kalat State for accession on 2nd January

1948. Khan responded on 15lh February that by the end of February

1948 the Assembly would discuss and negotiate this issue. The

assembly held its session on 25(h February 1948 accordingly. Here the

Prime Minister argued in the favour of accession to Pakistan,but soon

after his speech Mir Bezanjo tabled a motion signed by all the

members of the assembly and opposed the accession or merger with

Pakistan.However,he supported good cordial relations with Pakistan as

two sovereign states could maintain.(25) The motion reflected that the

members of the assembly were in the favour of Kalat State’s

sovereignty, rejecting the idea of merger or amalgamation. Khan called

upon the Upper House on 27lh February 1948 to discuss the issue of

accession.The Upper House, discussed the matter and unanimously

decided that the lower house had passed the resolution in haste, hence,

it should review the matter once again, in the meantime Khan should

ask the Government of Pakistan to give three months to discuss and

decide the issue. In the mean time Kharan, Bella and Makran requested

the Govenunent of Pakistan for merger, which was accepted on 17th

March 1948.

KHAN’S DECLARATION OF ACCESSION;

The political situation of Kalat State was passing through

mixed sentiments and Khan among varied condition on 27th March

1948 (midnight) declared the accession of Kalat State with Pakistan

unconditionally. This accession was accepted by the Government of

Pakistan and Mohammad Zarif Khan an officer of the Government of

Pakistan reached Kalat to take the charge of Kalat State’s Prime

Minister(26).Upon the accession’s declaration by Khan National Party
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opposed this decision. Mir Bezanjo and his other colleagues like

Maulana Mohammad Uiner, Maulana Arz Mohammad, Mir Aziz Kurd

and Mir Gul Khan Naseer were arrested and the Government of

Pakistan imposed a ban on National Party in June 1948.

While analyzing the statement of Mir Bezanjo one observes that

what he is stressing upon is the protection of Baloch national identity.

His sentiments very clearly reflect the love for his motherland. It is

also evident that he had never been against Pakistan and is as strong

Pakistani and nationalist and patriot as any body else can be. It is also

quoted that, “ he wanted to see Kalat State internally autonomous and

the central powers like Defense, Currency, Communication and

Foreign Affairs to give to the Federal Government of Pakistan, While

Mir Abdul Aziz Kurd wanted to see Kalat Slate as a sovereign stale.

This difference of opinion partitioned the ways of two old

colleagues.Mir Aziz Kurd left the practical politics while Mir Bezanjo

carried on the practical politics till his death....He was a Pakistani

politician.”(27)
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CHAPTER NO.4

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BALOCHISTAN
DURING 1947 - 57.

(AN ASSESSMENT OF MIR BEZANJO’S ROLE AND IMPACT)

To have a better understanding and awareness of the political

struggle of Mir Bezanjo in the later years, it seems quite appropriate to go

through and analyse the uprisings in Balochistan during the above

mentioned period. These uprisings and imprisonments became responsible

for negative trends in the politics of Balochistan. Hence, the description

of the disturbances and events may not be considered irrelevant.

UPRISING OF MIR ABDUL KARIM KHAN.

The completion of the process of annexation of Kalat State

with Pakistan and ban on Kalat State National Party supported by the

imprisonment of all the activists of the liberation of Kalat State if brought

stagnation in one instance, then on the other moved all the politicians and

the people of Balochistan to a point of constant confrontation and

struggle (1). Mir Bezanjo was arrested with his colleagues but here came

the disturbance of Mir Abdul Karim Khan, a Baloch nationalist who was

very unhappy over the acceptance of Mir Bai Khan Gichki as the Chief of

Makran by Pakistan (who was actually the Chief of Ketch) and then the

annexation of Makran with Pakistan (2). Mir Hamidullah Khan the son of

Mir Bai Khan Gichki was also very unhappy with this decision. Mir

Sur Bulandi Khan the Sardar of Panjugur also opposed this declaration.
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Prince Abdul Karim decided for practical struggle and on 16th May 1948

with his supporters like Mohammad Hussain Anqa editor Bolan, Abdul

Wahid Kurd, Malik Mohammad Saeed and Maulvi Mohammad Afzal,

Abdul Rehman, Faqir Mohammad, Allah Yar crossed the boarder at Kurd

Gab and entered in Afghanistan. He camped at Sur Lath (Karez Nazar

Mohammad Khan). The Government of Afghanistan invited him at Kabul

but the Prince stayed at Sur Lath for about two months and fell a prey to

a trap laid by Mir Baig Mohammad Surpira and returned to Kalat on 8th

July, 1948 where he was arrested by the Political Agent Kalat Sher Zaman

Khan. A Jirga consisting upon Syed Aurang Shah, Wadera Mohammad

Khan Bangulzai, Sahibzada Mohammad Ayub Khan, Khan Abdul Ghaffar

Khan Achakzai, Khan Bahadur Mir Doda Khan, Sardar Wehab Khan

Panezai, Sardar Baz Mohammad Khan and Sher Baz Gul Khan started the

hearing on 10th November 1948 at Mach and completed the proceedings

on 17th November 1948 (3).

R.K. Saker, Political Agent and District Magistrate Quetta -

Pishin on receipt of the proposals of the Jirga after making certain

ammendments announced the judgement on 4th December 1948 and

awarded ten years imprisonment and rupees five thousand fine to Prince

Mir Abdul Karim Khan, Mohammad Husssain Unqa ten years

imprisonment and one thousand rupees fine, Seven years imprisonment and

rupees five hundred fine to Mohammad Afzal, Malik Mohammad Saeed

and Mir Abdul Wahid, the other colleagues were also punished with

imprisonment and fine (4).
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UPRISING OF MIR GQHAR KHAN.

The movement of Prince Abdul Karim caused general

frustration and unrest among the Balochs; the nationalists of Sarawan

crossed the Afghan border and joined Prince Abdul Karim while the

nationalists of Jhalawan gathered around Mir Gohar Khan Zarakzai to

support the Prince Abdul Karim Khan. Mir Gohar Khan was preparing to

join Prince Abdul Karim Khan with his men but he got the news that the

Prince had laid down his arms before he reached at Harboi, the place

where the Prince had camped. This news frustrated Mir Gohar and his

companions and the Mir asked his men to go back leaving him alone. Mir

offered his arrest to the Government, where he was kept for a few months.

DAYS OF FRUSTRATION 1948 - 52.

The Baloch nationalists were in deep frustration and

disappointment. Khan of Kalat was staying at Karachi, the then Capital of

Pakistan. He, in these days, wrote a pamphlet "Kalat is with Pakistan"(5)

and expressed the wish and will of annexation with Pakistan. Khan was

also included in the delegation of Pakistan to attend the U.N.O’s session

on 2nd April 1949. After attending the session, Khan went on excursion

tour of Europe for a few months. Khan was received very warmly when

he came back from Europe. The people were standing on both sides of the

roads to receive the Khan from Quetta to Mastung and from Mastung to

Kalat. An atmosphere of festivity was prevailing and the masses were

cherishing as if they had got their glory back. He met the general public

and these meetings brought a ray of hope for the masses. Khan also

announced to hold the sessions of the Parliament but it could not last long
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and Khan once again went on tour to Europe in 1952, leaving the people.

Mir Bezanjo was though behind the bars during this period but he was

fully aware and involved in the political struggle going outside the jail in

Balochistan. He was injecting and spreading his ideas through his

messages through the regular visitors, the party workers from jail.

BALOCH STATE UNION 1952.

A very significant development in the history of Balochistan

is the establishment of "Balochistan State Union". The Balochs were very

much frustrated and were feeling deprived and ignored. Khan-e-Kalat Mir

Ahmed Yar Khan had proposed the re-composition of the Kalat State and

naming it Balochistan in order to resolve the administrative and economic

problems of the area and to pave the way for social, political and

economic developments but the Government of Pakistan paid no heed to

it and the situation was deteriorating day by day. Agha Abdul Hamid

replaced Mohammad Zarif as the Prime Minister of Kalat State, he

approached the Government of Pakistan and pleaded the proposal

originally propounded by the Khan. The Government of Pakistan after

certainmodification announced on9-4-1952 to establish "Balochistan State

Union" consisting upon the Slates of Kalat, area of Mekran, Lasbela and

Kharan(6). This Union was to be governed through a Council of Sardars

headed by Khan-e-Azam. But this notified arrangement also could not

satisfy the frustrated situation and on 16th February 1954, at Sibi, a few

Sardars through an application requested the Government of Pakistan to

bring an end to the Union and amalgamate it in the Province of

Balochistan (7). The Government of Pakistan through Mushtaq Ahmed
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Gurmani the Federal Minister for States and Frontier Regions announced

on 16th June 1954 at Town Hall Quetta such amalgamation (8). Thus this

arrangement of the Union came to an end. Khan-e-Azam was not very

happy with this announcement and he wrote a detailed letter to the

Government of Pakistan to show his displeasure and to restore back the

old legal arrangement. He also gave some very useful and practical

suggestions to resolve the issue (9). The suggestions of Khan got due

weight and Mohammad Ali the Prime Minister of Pakistan announced on

20th September 1954 that the Balochistan State Union consisting upon

Kalat, Lasbela, Kharan and the areas of Mekran will enjoy the status of

Special Areas of Balochistan (10). Although this statement could not

completely satisfy the local demand yet it was a positive development. But

all of a sudden the political situation was changed in the Centre and

the Governor General of Pakistan dissolved the Central Constituent

Assembly by a special Ordinance on 24th October 1954 (11).

POLITICAL STRUGGLE:
A RE START

Bezanjo’s colleagues and companions had realized that the

press and the political parties could play much significant role in the social

and political development of the region and that through the organizational

politics the furtherance of the objectives could be facilitated (12). This

approach paved the way for the establishment and working of democratic,

political institutions. Balochistan Tribal Federation was established in

February 1949 by the tribal Sardars at Sibi on the eve of Sibi Darbar. This

institution demanded that the Provincial Governors Consultative Council
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should not be nominated but democratically elected (13). Nawab

Mohammad Khan Jogezai was the first president of this Federation while

Sardar Ghulam Mohammad Khan Tareen the Propaganda Secretary.

Besides other matters, this Federation supported the inclusion of D.G.

Khan in Balochistan demanded by the Sardars of D.G.Khan.

WUR WUR PASHTQON.

Khan Samad Khan was released from jail in 1954 and after

his release he gathered his colleagues, they decided to establish an

organization. The names under discussion were Wur Wur Pashtoon,

Pashtoon Panj Guni, Weish Pashtoon; after discussion Pashtoon Wur Wur

(Pashtoon brothers) was decided (14). Khan Samad was the first President

and Mohammad Hasham Khan Ghilzai the first General Secretary. This

party worked for the furtherance of the interests of the Pashtoons and

demanded Pashtoonistan, but very shortly ban was imposed on the party

and Khan Samad was sent behind the bars (15). The devotion for the cause

of his people is evident by the fact that Khan Samad was not feeling well

when he established this Political Party and also that the imprisonment was

knocking at his doors (16).

USTAMAN GALL :

After 1954, the current of politics was running faster and

after Wur Wur Pashtoon another significant political party appeared on the

scene as Ustaman Gall. On his release, Prince Abdul Karim Khan

alongwith his companions, Mohammad Hussain Unqa, met a number of

Baloch Political workers and leaders in Karachi and laid the foundation of
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a new political party which he named "Ustaman Gall" or the Peoples

Party". The nucleus was provided by the old Kalat National Party of Mir

Ghous Bakhsh Bezanjo, he stepped down from the president ship and

handed it over to Prince Abdul Karim (17). The main objectives of the

party were :

1. The establishment of democratic, Federal Republic in
Pakistan.
To give equal and autonomous status to all the Federal
units.
All the adjacent Baloch areas to be gathered in
Balochistan.
Balochi as the language of this Balochi unit.
To assure fundamental rights to the citizens.
The social, political, economic and cultural
development.
The promotion of homogeneity in the people.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

The programme and objectives of this party very clearly show

the furtherance of spirit of Mir Bezanjo and of Kalat National Party but in

a different tone and changed strategy in a completely changed political

environment. This party played significant role in the internal politics of

Balochistan.

ONE UNIT. 14th OCTOBER 1955.

The issue of one Unit had been most controversial in the

politics of Pakistan and strongly criticised and discarded by Balochistan.

It was a proposed remedy by the Federal Government of Pakistan for the

elimination of regional issues and to resolve the constitutional deadlock.

"The partition of India had left Pakistan split into two parts, two thousand

miles apart, because of differences in language, topography and general

outlook of life and its problems, constitution making was a difficult task.
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In a year and a half, the Constituent Assembly was able to define only the

aims and objects of the future Constitution in an Objective Resolution in

1949. In another year and a half the report of the Basic Principles

Committee was presented. There was general dis-satisfaction with the

The Basic Principles Committee presented another report in

One of the difficulties was the distribution of seat

between East and West Pakistan on the formula of parity. The Punjab felt

that a constitutional majority would always stay with East Pakistan as they

would be able to win over members from some of the smaller provinces.

There was a political stalemate. Another compromise formula was evolved

but before it could be finalized, there were elections in East Pakistan in

1954, in which the ruling party, the Muslim League suffered a crushing

defeat

emergency and dissolved the Assembly.

report

December 1952

On 24th October the Governor General declared an

A new Constituent Assembly of 80 members distributed

equally between East and West Pakistan was elected. "Elections from

Balochistan for the Provincial Assembly of West Pakistan were now held

from the Quetta Municipality and the adjoining areas of the Cantonment,

two powerful candidates, Akbar Bugti and Qazi Issa were defeated, the

latter getting not a single vote.... The defeat of all the three candidates put

up by Ustaman Gall, including Ghous Bakhsh Bezanjo, inspite of the fact

that they were supported among others by the Hindus and mullahs (20).

There had been much propagating activities and the Muslim League lost

its overall majority. Ch. Mohammad Ali was elected as the new Prime

Minister and Sikandar Mirza remained the Governor General. The first act
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of the new Government was to pass a bill on October 3, 1955 for the

integration of the provinces and the other areas in West Pakistan into one

Unit. This was called the "Establishment of West Pakistan Act" and it

came into force from 14th October 1955 (21).

The arrangement of One Unit facilitated the process of the

constitution making in the Centre but it was very strongly criticized in the

Balochistan as Ustaman Gall and Wur Wur Pashtoon took it against their

regional and identical interests so they opposed it. The Walian and the

Khan of Kalat favoured, supported and cherished the establishment of one

Unit (22). The future politics of Balochistan evolved around the issue of

one Unit and its effects. One unit also brought many changes in their

economic life. The trade conditions of the harbours of Sonmiani, Oarmara,

Pasni, Gawader and Geueni were changed, it also affected the native

economic activities with the passage of time. The Baloch resentment

against the Unit was increased considerably and Mir Bizenjo played pivotal

role against the system of one unit and ultimately his efforts were fruitful

and one unit system came to an end.

NATIONAL AWAMY PARTY 1956.

Due to one Unit Scheme, the first decade of the Pakistan’s

Political history includes the disappointments and desperation of the

nationalists and they were engaged only in the regional politics (13). The

effects of the cold war were also visible on them. The leftist, nationalist

leaders were desperately feeling the need to be united, to be strong enough
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to play significant role in the national politics of Pakistan. This feeling was

bringing them closer to each other and a meeting of the like minded parties

at Lahore was called on 30th November 1956 by Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din.

Those who attended included Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din himself, representing

the Azad Pakistan Party of the Punjab, some Red Shirts from Abdul

Ghaffar Khan’s Party from the Frontier Province, G.M. Syed’s Awami

Party from Sindh, the Wur Wur Pashtoon and Ustaman Gall from

Balochistan. The delegates discussed the issue for about three days and

discussions gave birth to Pakistan National Party commonly known as

P.N.P. This was first leftist or the progressive, nationalists political effort

at the national level. It became a starting point of a new political struggle.

PAKISTAN NATIONAL PARTY INTO
PAKISTAN NATIONAL AWAMI PARTY 1957.

The establishment of the P.N.P. was very warmly cherished

by the nationalist circles through out the country. Delegation of the

Pakistan National Party headed by Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din met Maulana

Abdul Hamid Khan Beshani a Bengali nationalist leader in July 1957 and

invited him to join P.N.P. Bashani accepted this invitation with a proposal

of the inclusion of the word "AWAMI".This proposal was readily accepted

and Bashani joined this joint venture as "P.N.A.P” Mir Ghous Bakhsh

Bezanjo became more active now on this platform and very soon he

established himself as the politician of very high calibre and of national

approach. This development brought him out of the image of regionalism.
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Pakistan National Awami Party’s founders determined the following

objectives to be realized by mutual struggle

The protection and security of the liberty, solidarity,
autonomy and sovereignty of the State of Pakistan.
The formulation of free, natural and nonaligned
foreign policy of Pakistan.
The elimination of economic exploitation both
internally and externally.
The protection and security of the right of adult
frenchize.
To replace "One Unit" System with the re-demarcation
and establishment of provinces on lingual basis (23).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The above mentioned primary objectives very clearly reflect

the intentions of the framers and founders of P.N.A.P. that they if on one

hand desired the security of Pakistan well safe and the real democracy with

undisturbedright of adult frenchise then simultaneously they were stressing

upon the re-demarcation of the provinces on the linguistic basis and also

the end of one unit. This is very clear picture of the politics of Mir

Bezanjo who always considered one unit as an injurious arrangement for

Balochistan and Pakistan. Mir Bezanjo accelerated the struggle against one

unit by the cooperation of his political colleagues. Nawab Bugti, Nawab

Marri and Sardar Mengal raised the voice very effectively (24) for the

rights of the deprived Balochs.

ONE UNIT UNACCEPTABLE :

Right from the very beginning One Unit had been

unacceptable for Mir Bezanjo and his other colleagues of Ustaman Gall

where he enjoyed the Corolla status (25) but the resentment against one
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unit was developing even from within the benches of Muslim League. ”On

the 1st March 1957, Hashim Gazdar, a prominent Muslim Leaguer from

Karachi had given notice of a Resolution in the West Pakistan Assembly

that the One Unit should be dissolved and replaced by a sub federation of

long before Gazdar’s notice of dissolution, the

Ustaman Gall in Balochistan was already propagating that the one unit

would shortly break up into a Zonal Federations. At about this time, Khair

Bakhsh Marri was dislodged from his membership of the Provincial

Assembly. The notice of the Resolution set into motion a flood of political

activity. The Muslim League Party’s main objective at the time was the

defeat of the Republican Ministry of DR. Khan Sahib. They could do it

only if they had an understanding with the other opposition party the

N.A.P. But the N.A.P’s main political plank was opposition to the one

unit. The Muslim League, therefore, had to adopt an anti-unit stance,

inspite of the fact that it was the Muslim League of Chaudhary

Mohammad Ali in the Constituent Assembly which had steered the

integration of the West Pakistan Bill in October 1955 and a few months

later put through the new Constitution, of which the unit was an integral

part. It was a irony of fate which was now forcing this political party to

take part in the stifling of its own child. So the league was really on the

horns of dilemna, half the members saying this and the other saying that.

In the meantime, the Resolution was formally moved on the 17th March.

The Assembly was now standing on the threshold of the budget session

and Dr. Khan found he could not get the budget through in this

atmosphere of incertainty. So, they hurriedly went into an alliance with the

N.A.P. but apparently even this was not enough and soon afterwards the

four or more units
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President dissolved the Assembly and imposed the President’s Rule.

That took care of the Budget but not of the Resolution of dissolution (26).

With the struggle of Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues of N.A.P. the motion

of the replacement of one unit with the sub federation of four or more

units had become the popular slogan of the day and not only in the Baloch

regions rather in all the sufferers of one unit there had been a unanimous

agreement that this system of one unit does not suit or match them. Mir

Ahmed Yar Khan Baloch expresses his views about one unit in these

words "the meaningless experiment, called one unit in 1955, was one such

performance which, however, was duly discarded later

Quetta, which were part and parcel of the State, were now two different

divisions. This vivisection of West Pakistan, particularly the further

dissecting of Kalat, was a painful operation for me and the Balochs to

bear. This was certainly not what the Balochs had expected for all the

sacrifices they had made towards the creating of Pakistan on the

ideological basis of Islam, which seeks to foster unity and disfigurement

(27)". The words of Khan may clearly show the feelings of the strongest

supporter of Pakistan who annexed Kalat State with Pakistan even when

the Kalat parliament was over vehemently opposing this annexation, what

is about the others, who wanted the maintenance of their traditional

identity. This is why Mir Bezanjo and his fellow politicians were

struggling for the break up of one unit.

Kalat and

’’The break up of the "one unit” meant reversion to the status

quo and that meant the restoration of either the Balochistan States Union

After the budget was safely through, the

Republicans returned in July. The voting on the Resolution took place on

or at least Kalat itself
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17th September 1957. From a House of 285, 170 members voted in favour

and four against. The four members who voted against were Rana Ghulam

Sabir, Shah Nawab Peerzada and Mrs. Singha from the Republican Party

and Mian Mohammad Shafi from the Muslim League. As a result of the

voting, the following recommendation was sent by the Speaker "that this

Assembly recommends to the Government to communicate the view of this

Assembly to the National Assembly that the Province of West Pakistan be

reconstituted as a sub-federation with four or more fully autonomous

provinces" (28). The approval of this resolution brought laurels to Mir

Ghous Bakhsh Bezanjo in particular (in Balochistan) and to N.A.P. in

general as N.A.P. right from its establishment had been opposing one unit.

This resolution also increased the national political height of Mir Bezinjo

and he earned country wide reputation.
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CHAPTER - 5

THE STRUGGLE OF MIR BEZANJO
AGAINST MARTIAL LAW AND ONE UNIT.

Mir Bezanjo had been opposing one unit scheme on all the

platforms and his struggle became fruitful with the approval of the

Resolution by the Provincial Assembly for the dissolution of one unit

scheme. This resolution proved to be a new battery for the politics of Mir

Bezanjo in Balochistan. But the opponents of Mir Bezanjo and the

supporters of one unit scheme had been stressing that the backwardness of

Balochistan became visible only after the establishment of one unit and it

was felt that Balochistan was still in the Dark ages (the middle ages) and

that one development in Balochistan with its own resources is neither

feasible nor advisable as Balochistan does not have sufficient resources for

the proposeddevelopments and that the educational, agricultural, industrial

and Civic development is possible only through the arrangement of one

unit (1).

But Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues offered the other side of

the picture by highlighting the induction and inflow in the services of

Balochistan from other parts of West Pakistan which was causing

frustration and deprivation in the indigenous people.
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SUI GAS ISSUE.

The discovery of Natural Gas commonly known as Sui Gas

brought frustration to Balochistan but prosperity to the rest of the areas of

West Pakistan. The Gas was transmitted and trafficked to Karachi and

Punjab from Sui but the people of Balochistan were completely ignored

and the gas was not provided neither for domestic nor industrial use. This

situation in creased the sense of depravation in Balochistan and Mir

Bezanjo took a very serious view of it as their hypothesis that one unit

system was introduced for the frustration of the resources of Balochistan

had become true and correct (2).

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS ON POPULATION BASIS
AND NOT ON TERRITORIAL BASIS.

In one unit scheme on the basis of population Punjab was the

biggest and Balochistan the smallest unit, the resources, funds and

representation on all levels were to be allocated on the basis of population

and not on the basis of territory. The people of Balochistan very justly and

rightly were feeling deprived. Mir Bezanjo stressed upon the allocation of

resources on the territorial basis without whichBalochistan could never get

development.

MIR BEZANJO AND THE STUDENTS
(A SPEAR HEAD OF POLITICS).

Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues had been much active in

mobilizing the youth as it could strengthen the movement (3). Mir Bezanjo

always stressed upon both the quantitative and qualitative education as it
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could be helpful in the furtherance of their rights. Consequently the

students politics at college level at Quetta started presenting a different

picture. In the days of complete ban upon the political activities, the

students played the spearhead role in the politics of Balochistan.

Mir Bezanjo mobilized the students and they started playing

significant role in the politics of Balochistan. The Baloch students of

Karachi also followed Mir Bezanjo and the Baloch students of Karachi

University established Baloch Students Educational Society in 1960 as the

events of governmental atrocities and the military operations were an eye

opener for the younger generation. Mir Bezanjo and other Baloch leaders

like Mir Gul Khan Naseer and others were put in Qulli Camp in Quetta,

tortured and humiliated (4).

Mir Gul Khan Naseer’s poems became very popular and were

being sung and recited at youth gatherings. Mir Bezanjo did the political

teaching and made the students conscious of the need for a constant

struggle for a better political and cultural environment where the people

could achieve their national rights (5).

The Warna Waninda Gall, the educational youth forum

further increased the political consciousness and awareness in the Baloch

youth which ultimately resulted in establishment of Baloch Students

Organization on 26th November, 1967 after a convention of three days at

Karachi with B.S.O. The politics became more alive Mir Bezanjo had

always been much positive about the role of youth in politics, he said that

the youth were the successors of his politics. He said that he was proud to
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leave behind a generation of youth which could serve the nation even in

a better way (7). These words of Baba-e-Ustaman reflect his faith in the

youth who had supported his hands against one unit and for the rights of

Balochistan.

THE EFFECTS OF MIR BEZANJO’s POLITICS
ON THE POLICIES OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

Mir Bizenjo’s strongly opposition to one unit was duly

supported by the people of Balochistan and strengthened by the young

students. It was now becoming fruitful and showing effects on the policies

of federal government. Sikander Mirza, the President of Pakistan took a

very serious view of the resolution of the provincial assembly and on 23rd

September 1957 declared in a statement that the approval of this resolution

had disturbed the messes and the governmental machinery and that he had

discussed with the Prime Minister of Pakistan this issue; and that both of

them were agreed that the constitution could not be amended at this stage

regarding the re-demarcationof the province of West Pakistan(12). On the

same evening Prime Minister Suherworthy expressed his opinion in the

favour of one unit, in a radio message (13). He further said that to avoid

any possible delay in the conduct of elections, the same system should

continue, however, the newly elected assembly, if desires, can make any

such change in the system and the constitution (9). But this response and

stand of the federal government could not satisfy Mir Bezanjo and the

colleagues of P.N.A.P and they continued their struggle.
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MIR BEZANJO’S VIEWS SUPPORTED BY KHAN.

When Mir Bezanjo was fighting on all fronts against the

scheme of one unit and for the rights of the people of Balochistan, once

again Khan showed a change and became active. He led a delegation of the

tribal chiefs of Balochistan to see the President of Pakistan on 8th October

1957 and pleaded the case for the honour of the traditional system of the

Balochs and an end for the one unit system (10). It means that now Khan

was also supporting the cause for which Mir Bezanjo had been fighting for

quite a long time. Khan on 26th August 1958 once again stressed upon the

break up of one unit and re-demarcation of the province on linguistic

basis. He repealed it next day at Mastung as well (11).

KHAN’S ARREST ON 5TII OCTOBER 1958:
MIR BEZANJO. A RAY OF HOPE.

The Government of Pakistandid not like this attitude of Khan

and during midnight of 5th October 1958, the Deputy Commissioner

Kalat, accompanied by the police and army left Mastung for Kalat to effect

the arrest of the Khan under the orders of the Central Government (12).

Khan always remembered this time as a nightmare. But the bold struggle

of Mir Bezanjo continued and he had emerged as a ray of hope for his

people, though the political situation in Balochistan was worstened after

the arrest of the Khan,
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Mir Bezanjo’s tireless efforts brought the fruit of success to Sardar Atta

Ullah Mengal from Kalat Division (National Assembly), Mir Abdul Baqi

Baloch from Mekran (Provincial Assembly), Nawab Khair Bakhsh Marri

from Quetta Division (National Assembly), Ahmed Nawaz Bugti from Sibi

(Provincial Assembly). This was a big achievement for Mir Bezanjo and

his party (19).

MIR BEZANJO AGAIN ARRESTED.

The speeches of Mir Bezanjo annoyed the government. Mir

Bezanjo and Khuda Bakhsh Marri had flown to East Pakistan on a political

tour, Karachi police was waiting for his plain when he was returning from

East Pakistan. He was arrested right from the airport. Suherworthy was

also present on the event, he criticised these actions of the government and

said, "he is a big personality of the politics of Pakistan. He takes the jail

as his house. He is a Baloch, Alas! had he been a leader of Bengal or

Punjab” (20). These words of Suherworthy are a big tribute to Mir

Bezanjo but even less for a person who was struggling for his people

MIR BEZANJO AND THE ELECTIONS OF 1964.

Mir Bezanjo continued his struggle and he was never dis-

hearted by the unhelpful events. He took an active part in the elections of

1964 and on the persistent pressure and demand of the people he himself

decided to contest the elections. The governmental machinery worked
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CHAPTER NO.6

A PERIOD OF HOPE - AND FRUSTRATION
(MIR BEZANJO - YAYHA AND BHUTTO).

Mir Bezanjo had become the spearhead of N.A.P. in

Balochistan. His speeches in National Assembly of Pakistan gave a new

horizon to the voices of Balochistan. He in his long and extensive struggle

always emphsized upon the principles of unity, justice and democracy. He

had become a symbol of the politics of the deprived people. Thus, he was

labeled as the leftist but as a matter of fact he was factualist and realist.

He in an answer to a question to Rajinder Sareen said, "I always raise the

voice for the rights of the federal units ....Ishall advise India to give due

rights to the people, their cultural, lingual, political and economic rights.

If you negate, there will be many Naga and Meizo .... A democratic

system helps to satisfy the people... so far as the case of the people of

Balochistan is concerned, they do not want the secession. But they desire

that their rights as a federal unit of Pakistan be protected, they never like

the idea of secession" (1). These are the words of Mir Bezanjo who was

arrested many times for his struggle for his people.

Mir Bezanjo was arrested in "Note Case" where in the

transportation of 14 years was awarded to him, to remove him from the

political scene; But as Mir Bezanjo predicted that, "Are you (Ayub Khan)

sure that you will remain in power for the next fourteen years"(2). The

prediction of Mir Bezanjo became true and people of Pakistan rose against
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him and on 24th March, 1969, while handing over to Yahya Khan he

stated that he had been left with no option but to step aside and leave it to

the Defense Services of Pakistan, which today represent the only effective

and legal instruments, to take over full control over the affairs of the

country... . and that restoration and maintenance of full democracy.... must

remain our ultimate goal (3). Within 24 hours of taking over, Yahya

stated, "Ihave no ambition other than the creation of conditions conducive

to the establishment of a Constitutional Government. It is my firm belief

that a sound, clean and honest administration is a pre-requisite for sane

and constructive political life and for the smooth transfer of power to the

representatives of the people elected freely and impartially on the basis of

adult frenchise. It will be the task of these elected representatives to give

the country a workable constitution and final solution to all other political,

economic and social problems that have been agitating the minds of the

people’’(4).

BREAKING OF ONE UNIT.

The people of Balochistan were against the one unit and Mir

Bezanjo had been kept behind the bars for he always spoke against one

unit (5) But in the changed circumstances where Ayub Khan was replaced

by General Yahya Khan, the demand of the breakage of one unit was

going to be satisfied. General Yahya Khan, the President of Pakistan on

28th November in a broad cast declared that he "dissolves the one

unit" (6). This declaration of the dissolution of one unit system brought a

new life to the people and the leaders of the Balochistan. Mir Bezanjo was
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released. He worked very hard for the political mobilization of the people

of Balochistan. General Yahya on 1st January 1970 lifted the ban on

political activities.

LEGAL FRAME WORK ORDER 1970.

On 1st January 1970, after lifting the ban on the political

activities and giving the masses the news of general elections which were

scheduled by the end of the year (1970), General Yahya focussed upon the

principles and the work of Constitution making. He on 30th March 1970

promulgated the Legal Frame Work Order; giving the opportunity of

general elections on the basis of adult franchise and assuring maximum

provincial autonomy(7).

Although, the legal frame work order was highly criticised

by the legal experts but it gave a satisfaction to the common man that the

constitution will be framed only in 120 days. There were a lot of

ambiguities in it, criticising its ambiguity the weekly Holiday (5th April

1970) rightly commented that, "It will take all the lawyers of the whole

World to sit down in a Conference untill eternity to resolve it (8).

IF NO CONSTITUTION. MARTIAL LAW
WOULD BE CONTINUED.

General Yahya Khan emphasised upon the Legislators to

frame the Constitution within the stipulated lime. He on 3rd December

1970 remarked if no Constitution was evolved, Martial Law would be

continued (9).
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ELECTIONS OF 1970.

The elections were due to be held in October 1970 but due

to the climatic dimities, were postponed till December 1970. These

elections were very much significant for Balochistan. Mir Bezanjo was

very much active and he had mobilized N.A.P. in Balochistan. The

political position of N.A.P. was strengthened by the speeches of Mir

Bezanjo and his colleagues. N.A.P’s three candidates were successful in

the National Assembly including Mir Bezanjo and the position in the

Provincial Assembly of Balochistan was also very positive. N.A.P. got

eight seats and became the biggest party in the Provincial Assembly. It

was a big success for the leadership of Mir Bezanjo and also that his ever

cherished politics for the rights of the masses was successful. His success

was the success of the people of Balochistan, for the land of Balochistan

and also for those who believed injustice, rule of law and equality.

WAR WITH INDIA AND SECESSION OF EAST PAKISTAN.

In East Pakistan for multiple reasons, the political situation

was deteriorated and Sh. Mujeeb got all the 160 seats and became more

stronger than he was before (10). His politics was of six points. In the

meantime India found the circumstances favourable for war and

consequently, the East Wing was separated. At 14:30 hours GMT on 17th

December (7:30 P.M. West Pakistan Time) a ceasefire was signed and

Yahya Khan sent a message to Bhutto to return.
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BHUTTO GETS POWER.

On 20lh December 1971, Zulfiqaar AliBhutto came back. He

went to the President House. There were negotiations and discussions, a

proclamation was drafted on behalf of Yahya Khan and signed by him. It

was, "I have decided to relinquish the office of Chief Martial Law

Administrator and the command of all the armed forces of Pakistan .... I

hereby declare that Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto shall be the Chief Marshal Law

Administrator and shall command the forces of Pakistan and shall be the

President of Pakistani1). Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto became the President and

Chief Martial Law Administrator. DAWN reports, "the swearing took

place at the President’s House, where the outgoing and incomming

Presidents talked for nearly two hours before affixing their signatures on

the formal documents (12).

GHOUS BAKHSH RA1SANL
GOVERNOR OF BALOCHISTAN.

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto on 29th December 1972 appointed Mr.

Ghous Bakhsh Raisani as the Governor of Balochistan, who did not belong

to the majority party in Balochistan, whereas in Punjab and Sindh the men

of majority party were appointed as the Governors.

MIR BEZANJO - GOVERNOR OF BALOCHISTAN.

Mir Bezanjo continued his struggle for the rights of the

people of Balochistan, therefore, on 6th March, 1972, a meeting with

Bhutto was arranged at Rawalpindi where a twelve point accord was
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drawn up. The main points were :

1. A brief session of National Assembly will be called.

2. The interim constitution will be passed.

3. A vote of confidence in the Central Government will
be passed.

The coalition of NAP and JUI in Balochistan and
N.W.F.P was accepted.

4.

5. The sessions of the Provincial Assemblies will be
called.

6. The Provincial Governors will be appointed by the
Central Government in consultation with the
Provinces.

Therefore, as a result of this accord, Bhutto agreed to give

due recognition to the representatives of the majority in Balochistan.

Consequently on 29th April 1972, Mir Bezanjo was appointed as the

Governor of Balochistan. He had the honour to be the first Awami

Governor after the successful breakage of one unit. It was also the

recognition of his services and a reward to the mass struggle in

Balochistan. Sardar Alta Ullah Mengal was sworn in as the Chief Minister

on 1st May 1972.

PRINCIPLE ORIENTED ADDRESSES OF MIR BEZANJO.

The Governorship of Mir Bezanjo became as a big success

for the people of Balochistan. It heightened their spirit and soul. Mir

Bezanjo laid new foundation of Governorship. His addresses were
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principle orienled when he came to Quetta on 30th April 1972 as Governor

of Balochistan. He said, "Today we are building a new Balochistan of our

own. We miss our companions who have departed", especially he named

Sadiq Kassi (13). He also announced right on the Airport the another

significant development i.e. that "Sardar Atta Ullah Mengal will be sworn

in tomorrow the 1st May, 1972.

On the eve of oath taking ceremony, Mir Bezanjo was very

much pleased and satisfied. His eyes were telling that the people of

Balochistan were getting the reward of their struggle. On the same evening

while addressing the officers of Balochistan, he said, "In our struggle

against the British Colonial Government, we suffered a lot but the

miseries, tortures we took at the hands of their successors were more

swear and bitter; and you all know it, but today we forgive it all. Bhutto

is pushing out a considerable size of the officers but we will not follow

this practice.

Nevertheless, if any personnel or officer misbehaves and does

not serve the cause of the people, we will not tolerate him even for an

hour in his seat, who so ever he may be. This is the country of the

masses, hence, their hegemony will be established. The Government

officers are the public servants" (14). The words of his addresses are full

of love and affection for his people and the land. He is not making any

discrimination in the masses, rather, he is protecting the masses without

making any racial or lingual differences. He is assuring the people that

their rights will be protected so that they should feel a difference in the

Government of the alians and the Government of their own.
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He toured Balochistan to see his people and for the

restoration of their confidence in themselves. He addressed the people and

assured them the solution of their problems and the protection of their

rights. Addressing a public rally, he said, "WhenIcame to you for your

support and votes,Ihad the same structure, the dress and "wasket" Iam

putting on right now, so no difference, the only difference is of the

protocol officers, police and the lewis but all of them are the public

servants. The people are the real master of this country; they are the

owner of the sovereignty and this is a sacred trust in my hands; you are

the real owners and masters".

Here Mir Bezanjo is once again assuring the people that this

Government belongs to themselves, it is to serve them. All the

administrative and governmental machinery is to serve the masses. They

are the real owner of this country and the actual master of sovereignty.

His speeches, tours, mass interaction brought big change in

the working of the administration. The people regained their confidence.

The mass honour was restored back, the feelings of alienation had come

to an end.

BHUTTO UNHAPPY WITH MIR BEZANJO.

As almost all the opposition leaders including Sardar Alta

Ullah Mengal, Nabi Bakhsh Zehri, Akbar Bugti, Ahmed Nawaz Bugti

were in London for the one reason or the other, the government controlled

newspapers propagated that they had gathered for some conspiracy and
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gave it the title, "London Plan" (15). Bhutto called Mir Bezanjo and

discussed this issue wherein he called it "all a pack of lies and the

creation of a frustrated mind (16). But Bhutto on a question said, "he

did not know of any "London Plan" nor did he give importance to the

assembling of certain individuals in London"(17). Although he negated

such talks but there were some stories resounding in the corridors of

powers in Islamabad.

THE DAYS OF DISTURBANCES.

There were some disturbances in the Patfeeder area of

Balochistan during the month of November 1972. Federal Government

took a serious view and sent some civil armed forces on its own behalf

although the Provincial Government sent Mir Khair Bakhsh Marri to settle

the issue and clear the area. The Provincial Government was very unhappy

over the Central Government’s interference in the entirely provincial

domain. There were also disturbances in Lasbela and among the

policemen.

DISMISSAL OF MIR BEZANJO
AND SARDAR ATTA ULLAH MENGAL.

As mentioned earlier, there were some disturbances in

different regions for one reason or the other and Federal Government had

intervened, though the Provincial Government was also taking the steps.

On 8th February, 1973, the Army stepped in the situation. It changed the

environment altogether, Mir Bezanjo and Sardar Atta Ullah Mengal were
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dismissed on 15th February 1973 and Sardar Akbar Bugti was sworn in

as the Governor of Balochistan. He also had been a popular tribal Chief

of Balochistan. N.A.P’s Government went out giving way to Jam Ghulam

Qadir who was sworn in as the Chief Minister of Balochistan on 28th

April, 1973 (18).

PUBLIC REACTION.

Mir Bezanjo a popular leader of Balochistan after being

dismissed from Governorship started serving the people in other way. The

people were disappointed over his dismissal, as it was followed by military

operation which brought sufferings and miseries to them. But Mir Bezanjo

was not disappointed and his democratic approach could see something

different which perhaps others could not see. He continued holding

frequent public meetings and demanded the N.A.P + J.U.I Ministry.

Mir Bezanjo visited Karachi and on 3rd March 1973

addressed the most significant forums like Press and the Bar. Here he

explained the situation and the case of Balochistan.

also among the leaders of United Democratic Front who were to address

the 23rd March protest at Liaqat Bagh, Rawalpindi. Bhutto administration

did not want it, so uniformed police and Federal Security Force opened

fire to disperse the people, it caused many casualties. Mir Bezanjo

criticised this brutal act of the Bhuto regime and called it the continuation

of his undemocratic policies and actions. Weekly Zindagi remarked, the

chief object of this incident was that Bhutto wanted the continuation of his

rule but without any existence of opposition (19).

Mir Bezanjo was
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LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT.

Mir Bezanjo and his Colleagues of N.A.P. sent a letter to the

President of Pakistan bearing the names and signatures of twelve men (out

of 20 seats it was a clear majority) to show and prove that they still had

the majority in the Provincial Assembly and also that the budget session

(forthcoming) was not possible without them. It was a democratic step to

remind him that the Central Government was adopting undemocratic

policies.

MEETING WITH BHUTTO:
THE LAST EFFORT.

Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues of N.A.P. continued their

democratic efforts. On 28th June 1973 a meeting with Bhutto was held at

Murree to realize him the factual position of Balochistan and Balochistan

Assembly especially about the forthcoming Budget Session. But all in vain

and consequently the President issued an amendment in the Constitution

empowering the Provincial Governor to authenticate the Provincial budget

even without calling the session of the Provincial Assembly (20). This new

development showed another aspect of the personality of Zulfiqar Ali

Bhutto, where nothing was left for the majority of the Provincial Assembly

of Balochistan.
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MIR BEZANJO ARRESTED.

The intentions of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto were very clear about

Bezanjo and the N.A.P. ministry. He had pushed them in a blind street.

He took another step and on 15th August 1973 arrested Mir Bezanjo and

some allegations were shown. His colleagues like Srdar Marri and Sardar

Mengal were also arrested and kept behind the bars.

HYDERABAD CONSPIRACY CASE.

Bhutto regime had ben making efforts to get rid of Mir

Bezanjo and N.A.P as Mir Bezanjo was already kept behind the bars so

now it was the turn of N.A.P Two statutory notifications were issued by

the Government of Pakistan on 10thFebruary 1975. In one it was declared

that "under Section-6 of the Political Parties Act, 1962, the Federal

Government declares that the N.A.P is operating in a manner prejudicial

to the sovereignty and the integrity of Pakistan" and in the other

notification the N.A.P was dissolved and its all properties and funds were

forfeited to the Federal Government (21).

Now according to the same law, the Government had to get

this action confirmed by the Supreme Court of Pakistan. Hence, on 24th

February, 1975, the Government of Pakistan filed a reference.
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ALLEGATIONS

The Governmental reference against the N.A.P contained

the following allegations :

N.A.P preached nationalities doctrine which hindered
the process of national integration in Pakistan.

1.

2. N.A.P has been seeking and receiving encouragement

and help from the foreign powers hostile to Pakistan.

It has been supporting the violence to weaken the Slate
of Pakistan.

3.

N.A.P has been supporting Azad Balochistan and
Pakhtoonistan in an effort to disintegrate Pakistan.

4.

It supported the terrorists to de-stabilize and
disintegrate Pakistan (22).

5.

To hear the reference, a full Bench of the Supreme Court

headed by the Chief Justice, Justice Hamood ur-Rehman was composed.

The accused were represented by a'panel of eminent lawyers headed by

Mian Mahmood Ali Qasoori. Mir Bezanjo faced all the allegations very

firmly and confidently and gave a very comprehensive statement in

reply to the allegations. The important points of his statement are given

below :

Adequate and sufficient facilities are not being
provided to reply the reference and inclusion in the
annexures.

a)

I am in jail since August 1973, my right may be
reserved and when Supreme Court will give me the
facility, 1 shall include them in the statement and

annexures.

b)
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The Reference and the allegations are concerned only
to a few people and all of them do not belong to

N.A.P.

c)

Neither in the Reference nor in the grounds, any
allegation is onN.A.P The manifesto of N.A.P neither
mentioned or cited.

d)

The Reference and the grounds speak about five
members who are already under trial under the same
allegations.

e)

0 The individual acts of millions of its members and
supporters may not be treated as the acts of N.A.P.

I, as the founder member of N.A.P also throw light on the

following facts :

i) After the sad demise of Quaid-e-Azam and the
assassination of Khan Liaqat Ali Khan, the State of
Pakistan went in the grip of bureaucracy.

ii) Bureaucracy placed it in the lap of exploiters.

iii) The defense treaties reduced its global • and
international role.

iv) The ruling class served the vested interests only.

The failure of their foreign policy isolated Pakistan in
the region and the family of nations.

v)

The principle of parity in the Eastern and Western
Wing enhanced poverty, frustration, deprivation and
exploitation.

vi)

The above situation forced some honest, country loving and

faithful political workers who had been fighting for the liberty of their

country to establish an organization to raise a voice against the
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malpractices and exploitations. However, in 1956 , Azad Pakistan Party

from Punjab, Sindh Muhaz and Sindh Hari Party from Sindh, Khudi

Khidmatgar from N.W.F.P, Ustaman Gall, Wur Wur Pashtoon from

Balochistan amalgamated in themselves and formed Pakistan National

Party ... in 1957 with the inclusion of Bashani Group of Awami League

the title of the party was amended as Pakistan National Awami Party.

After giving the reasons and factors which lead to the

establishment of P.N.P. Mir Bezanjo explained the objectives of the party

and said, the main objectives were as under :

The security of the independence and solidarity of

Pakistan.
1.

To prepare a non-aligned free and neutral foreign
policy for Pakistan.

2.

To eliminate the system of exploitation from Pakistan.3.

4. The breakage of one unit and the re-demarcation of
the provinces.

5. The security of the universal right of adult franchise.

He stressed that the main cause of banning N.A.P was that

this political party has been criticising the policies of the government.

He also said that

Bhutto attempted (on many times) to pressurise N.A.P
but N.A.P never accepted this pressure.

1.

2. The removal and dismissal of the N.A.P’s governors
from Balochistan and N.W.F.P to pressurize N.A.P.
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3. The character assassination of the leaders to pressurize
and derepute us.

4. The dismissal of N.A.P’s government in Balochistan
quite illegally and against the constitution of Pakistan,
negated the mass right and deprived Balochistan of the
majority party’s government.

All the above mentioned events and facts were narrated to

prove that Bhutto’s government had been using various tactics to

pressurize N.A.P. so that it should not perform it political role.

Mir Bezanjo also stressed upon the fact that he and his

colleagues never involved themselves in anti State activities and that the

statements against the government should be differentiated from the anti

State activities. Every political party has the right to criticise the

governmental policies and that the government should response in a

responsible and a democratic way. Also that N.A.P never differentiated

among the citizens of Pakistan on social or lingual basis rather it struggled

to protect the fundamental rights of all the citizens of Pakistan (23).

JUDGEMENT OF THE COURT.

Full Bench of the Court heard the case for about 44 days

between June and September 1975 and finally on 30th November passed

the judgement as follows :

"We see no escape from the conclusion that the National

Awamy Party was, within the meaning of sub-section (1) of Section 6 of
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the Political Parties Act (III) of 1962 operating in a manner prejudicial to

the sovereignty and integrity of Pakistan and therefore made itself liable

to be dissolved under the said Act" (24).

MIR BEZANJO BAILED.
THE CASE WITHDRAWN.

The Bhutto government continued and dragged this case till

it was replaced by General Zia’s Martial Law. After the change of

government Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues applied for bail on 6th

December 1977. Here the Court recorded that "It is, however, admitted

that these judicial confessions do not directly implicate all the accused or

establish a case of criminal conspiracy". The bail was granted and he was

released on bail. A few days later the government withdrew the reference

and this famous Hydrabad Conspiracy Case came to an end. Mir Bezanjo

once again started his struggle.
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CHAPTER - 7

FINAL PHASE OF MIR BEZANJO’S POLITICAL STRUGGLE
(FEDERALISM V/s REGIONALISM).

The replacement of Bhutto Government by Zia’s Martial Law

brought many changes in the administrative and political system of

Pakistan. Mir Bezanjo was released on bail from Hyderabad Conspiracy

case, he applied on 6th December 1977. There was another breakthrough

in the Hyderabad Conspiracy case when on 1st January 1978 General Zia-

ul-Haq, the Chief Martial Law Administrator disabandoned the Hyderabad

Tribunal and ordered to release all the accused. He also declared an

amnesty for those who had left their homes during the disturbances in

Balochistan. These developments were warmly appreciated inBalochistan.

Bezanjo and his old colleagues Khair Bakhsh Marri was also released on

4lh January, 1978 from Hyderabad Jail. He stayed for quite a some time

in Quetta Balochistan and then on 11th November 1978 left for England.

Sardar Atta Ullah Mengal also flew to England in the middle of 1979.

Thus the political scene of Balochistan was a bit changed, atleast

stagnation, if not peace, could be seen in the politics of Balochistan.

AFGHAN REVOLUTION AND MIR BEZANJO’ STAND.

In the late seventies Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan passed

through many changes. In Pakistan the democratic government of Bhutto
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was replaced by the Martial law of General Zia, in Iran the Shah was

deposed by the revolution of Khomein and in Afghanistan on 27th April,

1978, the Russian backed revolution against Daud declared, "the People’s

Republic of Afghanistan”. Daud was killed. Russians recognized the new

Government. The government of Pakistan opposed the Russian

interventions in Afghanistan and demanded the complete withdrawal of

Russian forces and the restoration of non-aligned sovereign status of

Afghanistan. America and the free world of Western Europe supported the

demand of Pakistan and stressed upon Russia to withdraw her forces from

Afghanistan. In Pakistan there was a mixed reaction on Afghan

Revolution. The leftist parties and the leaders supported the Afghan cause

and took it as their internal issue whereas the others opposed and declared

it as the Russian intervention and occupation. Mir Bezanjo had very

rational approach and he believed in the diplomatic negotiations to settle

this international issue (1). In an interview he advised the government to

remain careful and should see all the pros and cones of the issue before

taking the political measures (2). He also showed his sensitivity and

concern over the influx of Afghan Refugees. He was very much conscious

over their social and economic mobility in Pakistani civic and economic

structure and infrastructure. He advised the Government to take care of the

national interest and should form all the policies in the pursuance of the

national interests only. He did not support the governmental help to the

Afghan refugees and he believed that they should be restricted and that the

Pakistan Government should take this issue quite intelligently and

diligently. He wanted this issue to be resolved peacefully and through

negotiations. He was the old ideological friend of Russia and had

inclination towards socialism, therefore during the Afghan crises he was

very cautious and always pleaded for the peaceful settlement of the issue.
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POLITICS OF FEDERALISM V/s REGIONALISM.

Mir Bezanjo after being released from Hyderabad Conspiracy

case reaffirmed his commitment to the cause of his land and people and

resumed his political struggle. He raised the voice that the nationalities

may be granted the autonomy, "this view pitted him against Abdul Wali

Khan" (3). The differences in the leaders of N.A.P were widened

particularly when they were establishing National Democratic Party. Here

"Wali Khan objected to Bezanjo’s proposed use of the Word "nationalities"

to describe the Provinces of Pakistan.... The two delegations also differed

on how hard to push their autonomy demands. Equally important Bezanjo

was openly critical of the Zia regime’s support for the anti communist

rebels in Afghanistan while Wali Khan was more equivocal. Amid angry

recriminations, the Baloch abruptly walked out, called a separate

convention and formed the Pakistan National Party (P.N.P) (4) but here

Sher Baz Mazari joined hands with Wali Khan in the National Democratic

Party.

MIR BEZANJO’s POLITICS
AND P.N.P SIX POINTS MANIFESTO.

The leaders of P.N.P agreed upon a six points manifesto right

from the very beginning. The significant points were :

Constitutional and practical guaranties of equal internal
autonomy to all the federating units.

A positive and non-aligned foreign policy was demanded.

1.

2.
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A national democratic resolution to establish economic
independence.

3.

4. An end of the remnants of the feudalism and monopoly
capitalism (5).

These points very clearly reflect that Mir Bezanjo is still

raising the voice for the rights of the land and the people but with the

changed circumstances he has changed the strategy. Zia banned all the

political activities, hence, the Party and Mir Bezanjo were silenced. But

as his old colleague Sardar Atta Ullah Mengal explains his personality by

saying, "that man cannot live without politics.Ican do without it, but he

has to have it all the time or he will perish" (6) for his political efforts,

continuous struggle and commitment to the Baloch Cause he is known as

Baba-e-Balochistan. Harrison pays tribute to Mir Bezanjo, he very aptly

and rightly says, "In my view, he is one of the ablest politicians in

Pakistan and could have played a major role in Islamabad but for his

Baloch identity and his commitment to the Baloch cause"(7).

Mir Bezanjo stressed upon provincial autonomy and

emphasised upon the adoption of a new Pakistani Constitutions giving each

national unit much wider powers than those accorded in any of the

Constitution that existed before Zia’s Martial law regime (8). Here he

declares his belief in the provincial autonomy and the loose federation. He

in Lahore addressing the intellectuals said, "Pakistan, actually, is a country

of four nationalities but the Constitution, the rules framed does not match

the needs of the society and the communities; the phenomena requires a

federation based upon the loose federations principles, where all the four
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nationalities i.e. Punjabis, Pathans, Balochs and Sindhis should be knitted

so beautifully that the Pakistani nation may come into existence" (9).

Nevertheless, he differentiated loose federation from Confederation and he

opposed Confederation as demanded by some extremists. He believed in

a "Reasonable Centre" not a week Centre (10). Discussing the distribution

of powers in the federal government and the federating units, he explained

it by saying, "A type of federation not a confederation in which the

Central Government of Pakistan wouldcontinue to control defense, foreign

affairs (including foreign trade), currency and communications and would

have the power to tax the constituent units to the extent necessary to fulfil

these responsibilities...the federation would be loose one because only

those rights which are necessary for the common interests and for actual

survival would be surrendered voluntarily to the centre and in all

remaining matters the federatingunits would retain full power in their own

hands.... The four national units would have full control and sovereignty

over their own natural resources and preference would be given to local

residents in jobs, contracts and other aspects of economic development

(11). Despite all the difficulties he continued his political struggle by

supporting Movement for the Restoration of Democracy in 1983. He did

not support the presidential referendum and the non party based general

elections of 1985.

With the passage of time, the gulf of differences was

widening in Bezanjo and his old colleagues. Mir Bezanjo was stressing on

diplomacy and negotiations even more than his other colleagues. They

were not very happy with him. Here Pakistan National Party became
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closer to the Federal Government of Pakistan, hence, when General Zia

replaced Jonejo Government on 29th May 1988 by a Caretaker

Government, some representation to P.N.P was also granted.

His old colleagues were now standing against him and worked

out Balochisian National Alliance for the elections of 1988. In these

elections Baba-e-Balochistan took part but could not succeed against-

Manzoor Gichki a candidate nominated by Balochistan National Alliance

(B.N.A) (12). On his election results Dr. Masuma Hassan wrote in

DAWN, "Principled and proud, humane and affectionate, he had a big

heart and a big vision. Those who defeated him at the last election,

deprived the country of wisdom of his counsel. Bezanjo, a warrior all his

life" (13).

Although it was astonishing and amazing but there had always

been much ups and downs in his life and it was one of them. He took it

as a part of democratic system; as the wind of power had gone against

him. He as a hard and strong political Fighter once again geared up the

political struggle by re-organizing Pakistan National Party. He knew that

his roots were in the masses and the sole mission to save the cause of the

land and the people, could best be attained through democratic process.

This was his believe and faith in the justice and democracy that in 1985

after a meeting of M.R.D., he said, that it was by an historical compulsion

that he sat down at the same table with General Tikka Khan to talk (14).

The people of Balochistan cannot forget that General Tikka Khan

commanded the troops against Mir Nauroz Khan in 1958 and he also had
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been Bhulto’s Commander in Chief during the initial years of Balochistan

insurgency (1973 - 77). The only weakness was then his health, which was

going down gradually and he was not feeling well but still he was active

in politics as he could not live without politics.

LAST DAYS OF MIR BEZANJO.

Mir Bezanjo, a well determined, man of strong will never

laid down arms before any power. During April and May 1989 he felt

some unusual developments and pain in his body. On check up in Agha

Khan Hospital Karachi there were some indications of liver cancer. Royal

Institute of Cancer, London and Royal Medicine Adembra were also

consulted but it was the unanimous advise to him that the disease was

incurable, hence, he might stay at Pakistan so he remained under medical

care at Mid-Eeast Hospital Karachi for about two months.

He came back from London after medical consultations on

15th July 1989 at about 11.00 A.M. at Karachi and was received by his

friends and followers very warmly. He stayed at Masli Lodge, where he

usually used to stay. Although the doctors at London had shown their

disappointment yet he was well determined and showing no weakness

against disease. On 16th July he was interviewed by couple of newspapers;

where he reaffirmed his determination for the attainment and promotion

of the rights of the people. He also declared that he was very much

satisfied with what he had been doing for his people.
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On 17th July, he was shifted to Agha Khan Hospital for

medical aid. The old politician G.M.Syed and Raees Ghulam Mustafa

Bargari visited Mir Bezanjo. On 18th July Nawab Akbar Bugti and Sher

Baz Khan Mazari visited Mir Bezanjo and showed their concern over his

health. At about 3.00 P.M. Mir Bezanjo was shifted from Agha Khan

Hospital to Masti Lodge back. He in an interview to a newspaper

expressed his dissatisfaction over national and international policies of

Pakistan Peoples Party. On 19th July addressing a group of Baloch Youth,

he emphasised that they should continue his mission of the furtherance of

their national interest.

On 20th July talking to his visitors, he very strongly

remarked that the Geneva Accord should be practiced in true letter and

spirit. On 22nd July Mir Bezanjo was shifted from Masti Lodge to an

appartment at Clifton beach, here at about 7.00 P.M. he walked along the

sea-shore. On 23rd July he was interviewed by JanMohammad Dashti. On

24th July he was again shifted to Agha Khan Hospital for Chemotherapy.

He talking to his visitors, stressed upon the government for the

normalizationof relations with the neighboring States and also the adoption

of neutral and non-aligned foreign policy. On 25th July Mehmood Khan

Achakzai visited him. On 26th July 1989, he was again shifted to the

Clifton apartment, here while addressing his visitors and Baloch Youth, he

opposed the extremism and adventurism and emphasised upon the positive

democratic struggle.

On 27th July along with other colleagues Razaq Baloch

Ex-Chairman B.S.O visited him. Mir Bezanjo stressed upon the

responsibilities of the youth in the furtherance of Baloch national interest
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and the Pakistan National Party should remain active in this process. On

28th July Mir Bezanjo while addressing a large number of visitors said

that his politics had been for the deprived people and everybody should

push it ahead. On 29lh July Nawab Akbar Bugti visited him again and on

30th July Mrs. Nusrat Bhutto visited him and exchanged views of mutual

interest. On 31st July Mir Bezanjo’s old friend, Malik Mairaj Khalid

visited him, discussed the political conditions and Mir Bezanjo declared

that he could prefer P.P.P’s Government over Martial Law though he

differs with it on many points. On 1st and 2nd August Mir Bezanjo was

taken to Agha KJhan Hospital for necessary medical tests. On 3rd August,

he received a telephone call of Sardar Atta Ullah Mengal from London

where he expressed his deep concern over his health. At 3.00 P.M. the

Chief Minister Sindh visited him while at about 7.00 P.M. he was

admitted in Mid East Hospital where Dr. Ghaffar Jatoi received him at the

main gate of the Hospital and drove his wheel chairs to V.I.P Room No.7.

He had still very high courage and determination against disease. On 4th

and 5lh August, he was on Glucose drip and could not take any food

orally. On the advice of the Doctor, the general Public was not allowed to

visit this great leader.

On 6lh August Mir Bezanjo was not happy on the decision of

keeping the public away and he asked that his people may see him freely.

His desire was appreciated. On 7th August he took a little soup. On 8th

August, he asked for paper and pen, which was provided but he could not

write any thing. On 9th August Mir Bezanjo’s health went down very

fastly, his liver, kidneys and other vital organs had failed, hence, the
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doctors whispered that any thing could happen at any time so the family

should remain mentally prepared. Mir Bezanjo was fainted and on 11th

August at 3:25 A.M. he left for heaven (16).

Although this Championof the cause of deprivation in general

and Balochs in particular left this mortal world physically but he is still

alive, as his teachings and messages are still with his followers. He was

hurried at Nal, his native place amongst thousands of his lovers and

followers. All the leading politicians including the Chief Minister

Balochislan Nawab Akbar Bugti, Sardar Atta Ullah Mengal, Governor

Balochistan General (Rtd.) Mohammad Musa, Khan of Kalat Mir Daud

Jan, NawabMohammad Aslam Raisani, Prince Mohi-uddinBaloch, Sardar

Mohammad Arif Jan Mohammad Hassni, Sardar Mohammad Khan

Barozai, Sardar Yousaf Khan Sasoli, Sardar Sanaullah Khan Zehri, Sardar

Zaman Mohammad Shahi, Sardar Fateh Mohammad Mohammad Hasni,

Mir Gohar Khan Zarakzai, Sardar Ahmed Khan Surpira, Senator

Nawabzada Jehangir Khan Jogezai, Justice Amir-ul-Malik Mengal, Mir

Amanullah Gichki, Mir Maqbool Ahmed Lehri, Malik Faiz Mohammad

Yousafzai, Mairaj Mohammad Khan, Fateh Yab Ali Khan, Mir Abdul

Hamid Jatoi, Aijaz Jatoi, Mir Aijaz Ali Khan Talpur, Syed Imdad

Mohammad Shah (son of G.M.Syed), Agha Zafarullah Shaheen, Qamar-

uz-Zaman Shah, Mir Yousaf Masti Khan, Shah Mohammad Shah, Gul

Mohammad Hoat, tribal elders and notables and thousands of his followers

attended the burrial ceremonies (17).
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Next day almost all the regional and national newspapers paid

tribute to him in very high esteem; and the news was placed in the front

page. Many international leaders sent messages to condole his death and

the political parties passed the condolence resolution. His soul may rest in

peace in heaven.
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The statement of Mir Bezanjo was published in the national
and international newspapers repeatedly wherein he touched
the fragile and sensitive points of this issue which the others
might be ignoring.
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CONCLUSION.

The name of Mir Bezanjo stands very high among the

trendsetters of the modem politics in Balochistan. He is generally

portrayed among the democratic and vocal but regional politicians of

the contemporary Balochistan but the unbiased study of his life, social

and political perceptions depicts very clearly that he was a national

leader and belonged to that global school of thought which always

stressed upon the principles of equality, liberty and fraternity. He, if in

one instance advocated the Baloch national honour, then

simultaneously, for the liberty and freedom of the “motherland” on the

other. He believed in the supremacy of the public will and sovereignty.

Therefore, his political struggle annoyed the dictatorial governments

and absolute authoritarians. He suffered but resisted this annoyance

and continued his struggle.

BALOCHISTAN AND ITS DEMOGRAPHY.

To have a better apprehension of Mir Bezanjo's political

struggle and its impact upon the tribal life it seems to be quite

appropriate to view and analysis the land and people of Balochistan.

Balochistan is the southwestern province of Pakistan. It is

bounded on the South by the Arabian Sea(l) on the North by

Afghanistan and Northwest Frontier Province. On the West by Iran

and on the East by Sindh, the Punjab and a part of Frontier

Province (2). The name of Balochistan is derived from Baloch (3).
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The study of history reveals that the Mughal emperor Zaheer ud din

Babar in his Tuzk (Tuzk-e-Babary) also talks about this land as

"Balochis(an”(4) Hence, one can safely say that this land was known

as Balochistan in the sixteenth century and even before. The

mountainous series, the green belts of Juniper, the plains, the valleys

and the deserts due to scanty rainfall, are the novel features of the

landscape of Balochistan.

Conventionally and traditionally, Balochistan had been a

saddle point of nomadic Baloch tribes who remained wandering in

search of food and shelter from one plain to another and from one

valley to another, either by dint of sword and might or for their

swinging nature. Yet, there had always been big settlements which

gradually developed into villages and towns. In the case of Bezanjo's

settlements it is remarked, the name "A1 Baiza" was given by Imran

Bin Musa, the Governor of Makran due to the abundance of white

tents in this town; and also that Kalat, Sevi and Kacchi had been the

green vales giving sufficient food to the men and animals of the

Baloch tries.

The Balochs, Meds and Jats appear to have been the

oldest inhabitants of Balochistan. The Pashtoons are also among the

old arrivals. The Meds now, as then live on the coasts. The Pashtoons

cluster round their homes at the back of Takht-e-Suleman. The Jats

still compose the cultivating classes of Lasbella and Kachhi (Nasirabad

Division), while the Baloch have developed as the chief race and

people of Balochistan and some of the Kurks whose insolence led to

the final subjugation of Sindh by the Arabs are still to be found in the

Jan valley in the Jhalawan (5).
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The Balochs by religion are Muslims of course but

generally secular trends are found in them. The tale regarding their

relation to Amir Hamza and Imam Hussain may support a situation,

where the inferences can be drawn that they may be the followers of

Hazrat Ali by sect (6) but they should not be labeled as the puritans, as

it is in the contemporary Muslim society of Pakistan or Iran, rather it

had been a situation of following the basic principles of Islam.

The politics of Mir Bezanjo was developed in a Baloch

conventional and traditional environment. He always stressed upon the

preservation of Baloch cultural heritage, because of this heritage the

social and martial conventions were the real beauty of Baloch society

and the conventional or traditional system was effective enough to

meet the needs of the day. The general significant conventions of

Baloch society are “bravery, hospitality and religious tolerance”, while

the conventions pertaining to blood and war peace time are:

Not to attack over enemy without warning.1.

If the enemy escapes from the battlefield, not to

attack over him.
2.

If the enemy surrenders and apologizes, to accept

his apology.
3.

To protect the person and property of those who
take refuge and seek protection.

4.

Allegiance to treaty at any cost.5.

Honour of the trust.6.
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Custom of hospitality and entertainment of the
alien guest.

To protect the sanctity and modesty of sister, wife
and daughter at any cost.

7.

8.

Beside the above mentioned conventions the Balochs

have traditions to honour the shrines of saints, the syeds and the ladies

(even of the enemy) more than anything (7). The Balochs are divided

and sub divided in tribes, sub tribes and various dawns.They are

identified by their tribes and taifas which may ultimately go to Mir

Jalal, Mil Balach or to their forefathers like Almash. Besides this the

stream of power of the Kalat State flows in Ahmedzais and from

Ahmedzais flows down to Mir Naseer Khan.The history of Baloch

tribes is very old and eighteen Baloch tribes are mentioned in Tarekh-

e-Mardukh by Sheikh Mohammad Mardukh (9).

According to well-narrated and well-cherished Baloch

traditions the Baloch tribes belong to three main streams like

NAROH1, BRAHV1 and RIND. With the passage of time the

population of these Baloch streams was considerably increased which

gave birth to many tribes , sub-tribes and sections which are larger in

number and size. The most significant top ten tribes according to the

strength of their population and political role are the Mengals, Zehri,

Marri, Rakhshani, Bugti, Mohammad Hasni, Rind, Khetran, Magsi and

Jamali, while the Bezanjo tribe stands after these tribes and is

relatively a smaller tribe.

Mir Bezanjo’s own tribe though smaller in size and

strength yet gained much significance in the contemporary history of

political development ofBalochistan. Bezan is taken as the forefather
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of Bezanjo tribe, as the very name "Bezanjo" depicts the “Children of

Bezan’\ Mir Bezanjo was the son of this tribe. He started his politics

from the threshold of Bezanjo and influenced not only the politics of

Balochistan but left some indelible marks on the politics of Pakistan.

He introduced new dimensions, strategies and traits in the politics of

Balochistan. His politics enhanced the political significance of NAL as

Khuzdar is developing very fastly and is emerging as the second

biggest city of Balochistan. Its increasing significance is not only due

to its location right in the center of Karachi - Quetta route and its

situation on R.C.D, a very busy trade and cominunicational road but it

has some political history at its back. The study of its archeology

throws much light on the history of Khuzdar and NAL and proves that

the two had been much significant places in the past.

MIR BEZANJO S POLITICAL STRUGGLE.

Mir Bezanjo was bom in 1917 at Shanak, a beautiful

village of Sub-tehsil Jhal Jahu in the house of Mir Safar Khan. The

grand father of Mir Bezanjo, Mir Faqir Mohammad was the Chief of

Bezanjo tribe and after his death in 1883 Mir Kahera, the brother of

Mir Safar Khan and the uncle of Mir Bezanjo became the chief of the

tribe and thereafter Mir Faqir Mohammad succeeded him while Mir

Bezanjo got more than 25,000 acres of land for his princely lineage.

For poor irrigation system this land was not sufficient to give required

financial support to Mir Bezanjo's family as his father had died leaving

him behind to face the dark clouds of life. Due to the economic

problems Mir Bezanjo’s family shifted to Quetta, here his mother gave

the lands in the custody of the court of wards for a meager amount, and
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it was very difficult for them to make both ends meet. These financial

constraints left heavy impact upon the mind of Mir Bezajno and

provided a basis for his future politics. It also became one of the

reasons that the common man became the focal point of his politics.

Mir Bezanjo got admission in Sandeman High School

Quetta and stayed here uptil 8th class. After the earthquake of 1935 his

family shifted to Karachi where he got admission in Sindh Madrassa

lul Islam. He was a superb footballer and his skill and fame in football

became a reason for his admission in Ali Garh University. This

institution was widely known for its educational and political role in

the politics of undivided India, where the movement of independence

and partition was going on. The Students of Ali Garh were also

directly or indirectly motivated and oriented towards freedom

movement. At Ali Garh University the student politics was divided

into two groups. Firstly, the group which supported the Muslim

League and secondly, the students who believed in the Congress

nationalism. Mir Bezanjo was more inclined to pro-congress group. It

was the impact of this institution of Ali Garh that the elements of

tolerance, fairness, fairplay, equality and justice became the novel

feature of his personality. He stayed at Ali Garh for four years and

came back in 1938.His first entry in the politics was his participation

as a representative of Baloch League,Karachi in the session of Kalat

National Party at Mastung.This event associated Mir Bezanjo to the

Kalat National Party and the politics of Balochistan forgood.

In order to assess the political struggle of Mir Bezanjo, a

good comprehensive analysis of the political situation of Balochistan

had been much useful during this research. The people of Balochistan
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had never accepted slavery and continued their struggle for the

liberation of their motherland both by arms and by politics. Although

there had been much curbs on the expression of political opinion and

the British Government did not want to give them the basic right of

assemblage to keep them chained, but a group of people was gradually

developed in Balochistan who had started the struggle with the pen. In

1927 Abdul Aziz Kurd with the help of Nasim Talvi started a

newspaper “Balochistan” from Delhi to express the voice of

Balochistan.(10)lt was a very significant development. The British

Government did not tolerate it and imposed a ban upon it. But on 17th

November 1929 Mir Yousaf Ali Khan wrote an article ,The Cry Of

Balochistan” to express the poor conditions of Balochistan. Sir Shamas

Shah ,the Prime Minister of Kalat State, issued warrants of Mir Yousaf

Ali. He was arrested and the Jirga sentenced him with one-year

confinement and a fine of Rs.12900/-

Anjaman-e-Ittehad-e-Balochan was established in 1930

where the voice of Balochistan was raised Yousaf Ali Magsi also

started a movement against the cruel rule of Shamas Shall, the Prime

Minister of Kalat State.This agitation is known as “Magsi Agitation”.

Magsi also published a newspaper,Azad from Lahore for the

furtherance of the movement. Mir Yousaf Ali published a pamphlet,

Shamas Gardi in 1933 to express the crudities, undemocratic and

unjust policies of Sir Shamas Shah and demanded that it had been the

traditional right of the Baloch people to choose their ruler by their

own free will which was now denied by Shamas Shah.(ll) This

pamphlet shook the power pillars and reflected the Baloch mass

sentiments. On 5th February 1937 the activists of Kalat state and
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Anjuman formed Kalat National party. This party proved to be an

effective platform and working forum for the Balochs and

Balochistan (12) This party became very much active for the

promotion of Baloch cause. These situations received Mir Bezanjo in

the practical politics from the platform of Kalat National party. Mir

Bezanjo and his colleagues Malik Abdul Rahim Khawaja Khel, Mir

Gul Khan Naseer and Abdul Karim Shourish had become the

spearheads of this party and movement. The administration ordered

' them not to enter in the Kalat Slate. The cruelties of the Kalat

administration brought these colleagues more closer to each other. Mir

Bezanjo had already developed ideological links with congress during

his stay at Ali Garh. He with his colleagues went into an alliance with

all India Sales Peoples Conference in 1945 after a long series of

dialogue and negotiations, on the other hand khan-e-Kalat developed

affiliation with Quaid-e-Azam and Muslim League; thus both Mir

Bezanjo and Khan went on different tracks, opposite to each other.

This situation created differences in the two which in the later days

affected the politics of Balochistan where in Mir Bezanjo and his

Naitonal Party supported for the independent status of the Slate of

Kalat (13) While the Khan not only supported rather announced the

annexation of Kalat State with Pakistan (14) Khan's this decision

changed the direction of the stream of power and politics altogether.

Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues were arrested and kept behind the bars.

Mir Bezanjo was physically tortured at the hands of administration.

Mir Bezanjo and his colleagues arrest and the policies of the

administration further deteriorated the political conditions of

Balochistan where in there were various uprisings like of Mir Abdul

Karim Khan, Mir Gohar Khan and Mir Nauroz Khan.
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In 1954 when Khan Samad Khan Achakzai was released

from Jail he established Wur Wur Pashtoon while Mir Bezanjo and his

colleagues formed Ustaman Gall, the nucleus of Ustaman Gall was

provided by the old Kalat Naitonal Party of Mir Bezanjo, he stepped

down from the presidentship and handed it over to prince Abdul

Karim (15).

The Federal Government of Pakistan announced the One

Unit Scheme on 14th October 1955 and transformed Balochistan,

Sindh, Frontier and Punjab into One Unit. This arrangement further

increased frustration in Balochistan and other smaller provinces. Mir

Bezanjo and his colleagues took it as an arrangement injurious to the

interests of Balochistan (16) Because in this system the resources and

the funds were to be distributed on the basis of population and no

consideration was attached to the size of area. Hence, Balochistan

could not get the just share in the funds for development. Therefore, he

spoke against it and started a struggle for the dissolution of One Unit

System. He also demanded its replacement by the re-demarcation of

the provinces on the basis of justice and fairplay. For his struggle, he

used the platform of N.A.P very successfrilly. During this struggle Mir

Bezanjo was pressurized by different methods by the government. He

was arrested in the “Note Case” wherein the transportation of 14 years

was awarded to remove him from the political scene. But upon this

judgement Mir Bezanjo passed a smile and said(to Ayub Khan), “axe

you sure that you will remain in power for the next fourteen

years”(17).The struggle of Mir Bezanjo and his party colleagues

became fruitful and on 28th November,1969 General Yahya Khan, the

President of Pakistan in a broadcast declared that he, “Dissolves the

One Unit” (18)The end of One Unit increased the political height of
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Mir Bezanjo and he emerged as the “Hero of Balochistan”.The

changed political conditions gave power to Z.A.Bhutto and he became

the President of Pakistan on 21s' December 1971.(19) . Mir Bezanjo

and his party N.A.P had majority in the Provincial Assembly of

Balochistan. Bhutto during negotiations with Mir Bezanjo and N.A.P

agreed to honour the mass mandate, eventually Mir Bezanjo was

appointed as the Governor of Balochistan on 29th April 1972 while

Sardar Atta ullah Mengal was sworn in as the Chief Minister of

Balochistan on 1st May 1972.

As Governor of Balochistan, the role of Mir Bezanjo had

been of the system maker and trendsetter for the political system and

government in Balochistan. In his speeches and directions he stressed

upon the administration to serve the cause of the common man. He in

his address on 30th April 1972 when said “ Today we are building a

new Balochistan for our own” he really meant the building of a new

Balochistan, where the resources of Balochistan were to be utilized for

the people of Balochistan and where there was no place for the

exploiters. He on the same evening said, "In our struggle against the

British Colonial Government. We suffered a lot but the miseries,

tortures we took at the hands of their successors were more swear and

bitter; and you all know it, but today we forgive it all... nevertheless if

any personnel or officer misbehaves and does not serve the cause of

the people, we will not tolerate him even for an hour in his seat who so

ever he may be. This is the country of the masses; hence, their

hegemony will be established. The government officers are the public

servants” These abstracts of his speeches very clearly reflect that he

was kind and open hearted to all, even for those who tortured him.
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As Governor he toured throughout Balochistan. His

speeches, tours, mass interaction brought big change in the working of

the administration. The people regained their confidence. The mass

honour was restored back and the feelings of alienation came to an

end. But perhaps this situation was not very much favourable to the

interests of Bhutto in his perception. Therefore, very soon the

differences were developed between Bezanjo and Bhutto. Bhutto could

not tolerate it. Mir Bezanjo and Sardar Attaullah were dismissed on

15th Feb. 1973 and the mass popular rule of Mir Bezanjo came to an

end. The general public was very unhappy with this governmental

decision but Mir Bezanjo if on one hand advised them to continue their

political struggle through peaceful means then on the other he

endeavoured to negotiate the matter yvitli Bhutto. But the things could

not be settled and Mir Bezanjo was arrested on 15th August 1973.

Bhutto went further ahead and on 10th Feb 1975 imposed a ban on

N A P declaring it illegal and against the Stale of Pakistan. Mir

Bezanjo and his colleagues were kept in the Hyderabad Jail, hence,

this case in reference with Hyderabad is known as Hyderabad

Conspiracy Case. The Government of Pakistan filed a reference on

24the Feb. 1975 in the Supreme Court where a full Bench headed by

the Chief Justice, Justice Hamood ur Rehman, was composed to hear

the reference. The Court heard the case for about 44 days between

June and September 1975 and finally on 30th November 1975 gave the

decision in the favour of Government (20) But when General Zia took

over, Mir Bezanjo applied for bail on 6th December 1977 and he and

his colleagues were released on bail. A few days later the government

withdrew the reference and this famous Hyderabad Conspiracy Case

came to an end.
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Mir Bezanjo after being released from this case

reaffirmed his commitment to the cause of his land and people and

resumed his political struggle. He raised the voice that the nationalities

may be granted the autonomy. This view pitted him against Wali

Khan (21). The differences in the leaders of P.N.P. were widened

particularly when they were establishing National Democratic Party.

Here Wali Khan objected to Bezanjo’s proposed use of the word

"Nationalities" to describe the provinces of Pakistan. The two

delegations also differed on how hard to push their autonomy

demands. Amid angry recrimination Mir Bezanjo walked out,

called a separate convention and formed the Pakistan National Party

(P.N.P) (22). From this platform Bezanjo restarted his struggle for the

preservation and enhancement of the rights of Balochs and Balochistan

but with the changed circumstances he changed his strategy. Zia

banned all the political activities to keep the politicians silent. But as

the old colleague of Mir Bezanjo, Atta ullah Mengal says about Mir

Bezanjo. "That man cannot live without politics.Ican do without it but

he has to have it all the time or he will perish”(23). Therefore, no

restrictions could stop the movement of Mir Bezanjo, hence, he

continued his struggle. For his political efforts, continuous struggle

and commitment to the Baloch cause and Balochistan he is known as

“Baba-e-Balochistan”. Harrison pays tribute to Mir Bezanjo, he very

aptly and rightly says, “In my view, he is one of the ablest politician in

Pakistan and could have played a major role in politics but for his

Baloch identity and his commitment to Baloch cause”(24).

Mir Bezanjo being a democratic and rational leader

always stressed upon the just and peaceful solution of the problem of

Afghanistan without any external intervention. He wanted the problem
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of Afghan refuges to be settled in a way that it might not affect the

civic and political system of Pakistan. Mir Bezanjo believed in the

widening of the basis of power and government, by giving each

national unit much wider powers than those accorded in any of the

constitutions. He always supported federation by opposing

confederation. He believed in a “Reasonable Center” not a weak

center. Discussing the distribution of powers in the federal government

and the federating units he explained it by saying, “A type of

federation not a confederation in which the central government of

Pakistan would continue to control defense, foreign affairs and foreign

trade, currency and communications and would have the power to tax

the constituent units to the extent necessary to fulfil these

responsibilities. He believed in negotiations, dialogue and all the

peaceful means for the settlement of the political matters but his some

old colleagues were not very happy with him during the mid eighties.

rather they rose against him and worked out Balochistan National

Alliance (B.N.A) for the elections of 1985. In these elections Baba-e-

Balochistan took part but could not succeed against Manzoor Gichki a

candidate nominated by B.N.A. On this election result the intellectuals

and lovers of Mir Bezanjo were grieved. Dr. Masuma Hassan wrote a

poem in Dawn. “Principled and proud, humane and affectionate, he

had a big heart and a big vision. Those who defeated him at the last

election, deprived the country of wisdom of his counsel. Bezanjo a

warrior all his life”(25).

He was not dishearted by the election results and started

reorganizing his political party P.N.P, but his health was going down

day by day. During April May 1989 his health further went down

whereupon the doctors diagnosed the liver cancer. Though he knew
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that it was very difficult to come out of this disease yet he continued

his political activities till he breathed his last on 1 1th August 1989.

This was the death of the physical body of Mir Bezanjo

but his philosophy is still alive and will remain alive forever. The

analytical assessment of his political struggle and beliefs show that his

ideas were based upon the following principles and objectives.

The struggle to establish a socially and
economically un-exploiled and prosperous society.

a)

b) The struggle for national democratic revolution.

A secular (devoid of sectarianism) society and
state to be established.

c)

d) The support to all the movements of liberation at

international level.

e) Struggle against capitalism and feudalism.

Cordial relationship with the neighbouring
countries in particular and with all the members of
family of nations in general.

0

Non alignment and neutrality.g)

10 All the peaceful means to be used for the national
and international issues.

The above mentioned objectives and principles show that

Mir Bezanjo was not a regional political leader but a national and

international political elite. He was never a secessionist rather a

nationalist and Pakistani. In an interview he said, "So far as the case of

the people of Balochistan is concerned, they do not want the secession.

But they desire that their rights as a federal unit are protected, they
never like the idea of secession(26).

.t -i r •
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In (he end, it is said that the best way to pay tribute to Mir

Bezanjo is to adopt the principles of his political philosophy, the

enhancement of the conditions of human rights and a better pedestal

for the common man, discouraging the feudalism and capitalism, the

elimination of the exploitation of all sorts, the unity among the masses

and above all the struggle and constant struggle for fair play, justice,

equality and the mass uplift.
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